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Abstract
Increasingly capable CubeSat missions require antennas with improved Radio
Frequency (RF) performance over the traditional CubeSat antennas. Deployable
quadrifilar helical antennas (QHA) enable an acceptable stowing volume and deploy to
provide increased gain and bandwidth over traditional patch and dipole antennas.
Extensive ground testing is required to ensure the antenna is space qualified and to
characterize the antenna deployment in the space environment. AFIT requires a QHA to
perform a future CubeSat geolocation mission and contracted Helical Communication
Technologies (HCT) to design and manufacture a Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) L-band
deployable QHA. In this research, a testing approach is developed to conduct random
vibration, thermal vacuum, laser vibrometer, and Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR)
experiments on the HCT antenna to verify the hardware is space qualified and to
characterize the SMA deployment in the space environment.
The HCT QHA successfully passed all required NASA General Environmental
Verification Standards space qualification testing. Several anomalies experienced by
HCT’s QHA design encourage a redesign of the hold down loops. The deployed antenna
length varied from 250-290 mm and future RF testing and analysis is required to
determine if the antenna geometry variations will impact the geolocation accuracy.
This research documents the testing sequence and results for a SMA QHA
deployable CubeSat antenna testing and aids the development of deployment and attitude
control concepts of operations for future CubeSat mission utilizing the HCT QHAs.
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SPACE QUALIFICATION TESTING OF A SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY DEPLOYABLE CUBESAT
ANTENNA

I. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Small satellites are being increasingly called upon to perform various missions on orbit
traditionally done by large, expensive and complex space platforms. The initial goal of creating
small satellites was to provide an inexpensive and effective experimental platform in space.
Small satellites, such as CubeSats, have evolved into a proven capability and have driven the
development of a space asset industry independent of large, traditional satellites capable of
accomplishing similar missions. [1] CubeSats are cheaper to build and cheaper to launch than
traditional satellites and allow many more organizations to participate in the venture of using
Earth orbits to achieve scientific and technological advancements that are otherwise impossible.
[2]
Almost every satellite mission depends on radio frequency (RF) communications to
receive and transmit data. CubeSat missions, such as providing communication and imagery
collection, generate large amounts of data. In order to accommodate this data, the CubeSat must
provide sufficient RF attributes, such as gain, beamwidth and bandwidth. These RF attributes can
be achieved through various parts of the satellite’s communications subsystem. However, the
power and processing power available on a CubeSat is limited. A potential component of the
satellite communications (SATCOM) architecture that could provide additional capability,
without placing demands on power and computer processing, is the antenna.
A limiting factor of CubeSat antennas is the small internal volume and surface available
on a CubeSat face to accommodate a larger antenna. A typical CubeSat unit is a 10x10x10cm3
cube resulting in a maximum 100cm^2 area per unit on a single face of a CubeSat. [3] This small
1

surface area restricts the size of a parabolic or patch antenna that can be mounted on a CubeSat
face. Deployable antenna structures must be considered when a larger antenna surface is desired.
Deployable space structures are challenging to design and test that result in high confidence that
the component will deploy correctly in space. If an anomaly occurs in space, there are limited
options to correct the condition.
This thesis will investigate current research and development into deployable CubeSat
antennas and will devise and evaluate the steps required to verify and characterize the space
readiness of a proposed deployable QHA CubeSat antenna.
1.2 Problem Statement
The Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) has conceived a CubeSat mission that will
be able to detect and geolocate a ground-based L-band signals of interest (SOI). This type of
mission cannot be achieved through use of typical CubeSat antennas, such as monopole and
patch antennas, due to the gain, beamwidth, polarization, and signal delay measurement
requirements in order to implement an angle of arrival (AoA) geolocation algorithm. AFIT
desires a CubeSat antenna that is capable of meeting gain and beamwidth requirements for the
specified geolocation mission. One candidate is the Helical Communications Technology (HCT)
shape memory alloy (SMA) deployable L-band quadrifilar helical antenna (QHA) designed and
manufactured by HCT, see Figure 1. The QHA is planned for a future AFIT CubeSat and will
perform a geolocation mission utilizing four of the HCT QHAs. The HCT QHA has not been
proven in space, nor has it been tested in a simulated space environment. The purpose of this
thesis research is to develop a test plan for deployable CubeSat antennas for space qualification
and deployment characterization in simulated space environments and then assess if the current
HCT QHA design is suitable for a future AFIT mission. This test plan will be performed on the
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HCT QHA to assess if the antenna as currently designed is a reliable and acceptable antenna for
the planned AFIT mission.

Figure 1. HCT QHA [4]
1.3 Scope
This research is limited to the environmental acceptance testing and the deployment
characterization of the as-designed HCT QHA. The ground testing conducted for this thesis will
form the basis from which predictions and verifications will be made as to how the antennas will
deploy and perform on orbit from a mechanical perspective. RF testing will be limited to
VSWR 1 measurements of the deployed antenna and simulated antenna beam patterns provided

1

VSWR stands for Voltage Standing Wave Ratio and is an impedance measurement of the antenna elements taken
at a particular frequency.

3

by HCT. By developing and conducting environmental and functional test plans for this thesis;
the experimental approach of the HCT QHA flight units and future deployable CubeSat antennas
can be typified. It is assumed that additional far field RF testing on the deployed HCT QHA will
be conducted if the antenna is successfully space qualified.
The mission objectives of AFIT’s or any future CubeSat mission utilizing the HCT
QHAs will require that ground environmental testing and analysis be completed to verify the
satellite, and therefore its components, satisfy the space launch and space environments.
Certifying each component by individual testing ensures that the component will not need to be
altered or removed from the design after integration with the entire system. Conducting
component level testing of the HCT QHA will identify what testing needs to be done and how to
accomplish that testing for future system level testing with the HCT QHA and the complete
AFIT CubeSat. For all environmental testing, NASA GEVS 2 will be used as the testing
requirement document.

Figure 2. AFIT 12U CubeSat CAD model with four HCT QHAs
2

NASA General Environmental Verification Standard (GEVS) provides environmental test requirements for space
flight hardware.
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Environmental experiments will include vibration and thermal vacuum (TVAC) testing.
These tests simulate the space environment and are required for space-bound components that
have not been previously space qualified. The HCT QHA will undergo vibration acceptance
testing to verify launch survivability and workmanship. The antenna will also be subjected to
TVAC temperature cycle to verify that it is able to survive and operate within the temperature
limits that the satellite will experience in low Earth orbit (LEO). Since the HCT QHA has not
undergone any vibration or TVAC testing, there is uncertainty regarding its design and
workmanship as well as its deployment performance at different temperatures. The success
criteria for each test will be discussed in Chapter 3.
In addition to the acceptance testing each antenna will undergo deployment testing and
analysis in various simulated space environments to predict and characterize the antenna’s
deployment performance in space. Antenna units will be deployed in both hot and cold TVAC
temperature cycles and orientated towards a solar simulator while in the TVAC chamber to
verify that the SMA antenna elements will not attain a high enough temperature to change state
and cause the antenna to deploy inadvertently. Various parameters such as the deployed length
and power required to deploy will be recorded and compared over the various environmental
deployment conditions.
Ambient lab deployment tests will be conducted before environmental testing begins to
establish baseline deployment characterization. The vibration modal survey of the deployed
antenna will be conducted first, followed by the TVAC tests, random and sine sweep vibration
tests of the stowed antenna, and solar simulator tests. The testing will conclude with repeated
ambient lab tests and deployed modal survey tests. The experiments will be conducted in this

5

order to minimize the risk of a failure occurring during the higher risk vibration tests and
hindering the other tests.
Additional experiments will be conducted to verify and characterize the HCT antenna.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the deployed antenna will be predicted using Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) models and the predicted results will be compared with laser
vibrometer values.
In order to mitigate risk for the future AFIT mission ground testing and operational
employment, the HCT antenna will be individually qualification tested as a component to be
proven and certified for flight. The goal of this thesis is to space qualify the HCT QHA design by
developing and conducting testing procedures that characterize the antenna’s deployment
performance and verify the antenna will meet or exceed the defined operability and survivability
limits in NASA GEVS.
1.4 Research Objectives
Given the protoflight development state of the HCT antenna and the intended AFIT
mission; the following primary and secondary objectives were developed for the environmental
and deployment testing.
1.4.1 Primary Objectives
1. Create a testing approach and appropriate test plans for a deployable CubeSat antenna,
based on requirements outlined in NASA GEVS.
2. Perform TVAC testing and analyses to evaluate the ability of the antenna to deploy on
orbit, and operate in an orbit representative vacuum and temperature environment.
3. Perform vibration test and analyses according to NASA GEVS specifications for random
and sine sweep vibration frequency tests on the stowed HCT antenna to verify
survivability in the launch environment.
6

4. Characterize the HCT antenna deployment in various scenarios by measuring deployed
height, power required to deploy, and deployed axial geometry deformation.
1.4.2 Secondary Objectives:
1. Predict any impact on RF performance after the environmental testing has concluded by
measuring the VSWR of the deployed antenna using the worst case deployment geometry
obtained through the deployment tests in various space-simulated environments.
2. Evaluate FEA model predictions with experimentally measure the measured natural
frequencies of the antenna.
1.5 Background
An antenna that delivers high gain and wideband capabilities are often sized much larger
than what is suitable for a CubeSat. Traditional communications satellites use antennas that are
much bigger than an entire CubeSat. The small size of a CubeSat is its primary advantage;
however, this places restrictions on the size of its subsystems. CubeSats predominately rely on
patch, monopole, and dipole antennas; these antennas provide sufficient gain and bandwidth for
many CubeSat missions. [5] These antennas are inexpensive and easy to integrate with a
CubeSat but for missions that require greater RF performance, a different antenna solution is
required.
A solution for a larger antenna that is compatible with CubeSat size and mass
requirements is an antenna that deploys and expands to act as a larger conductive surface to
receive incoming communication signals. A typical 1U cube unit on a CubeSat antenna has a
volume of 1000 cm3, therefore the mechanical design of a deployable antenna must interface
with the surface area a single unit (100 cm2). The antenna must be able to stow to a volume
inside bus structure that satisfies the CubeSat’s volume requirements. The benefits of a
deployable antenna are the increased gain and beamwidth; however, the complexity and cost of
7

the antenna will increase. This increased complexity motivates additional research and testing to
characterize deployment performance to assure mission success.
The HCT L-band antenna deploys into a quadrifilar helix, see Figure 1, and provides an
Iso-flux beam pattern, see Figure 3. Quadrifilar indicates four windings, or four elements, phased
90 degrees apart. The Iso-flux beam pattern is driven by the length of the antenna. An isotropic
antenna radiates equally in all directions, an Iso-flux pattern antenna provides 360 degree
azimuth coverage but is designed to suppress radiation along the zenith and radiate only at
specific elevation angles. [6] This design enables a satellite to remain nadir pointing while still
being able to receive low elevation signals. These characteristics make it an ideal antenna for
CubeSat AoA geolocation mission.

Figure 3. HCT QHA Iso-flux simulated beam pattern plot [4]
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In order to be accepted as a payload on a launch vehicle, any satellite must meet criteria
that are achieved through various testing to predict if the test subject is able to survive the harsh
launch environment. The launch environment is only the first stage in a satellite’s journey as it
leaves Earth. The LEO space environment is also extreme; ground testing is performed to ensure
the satellite will be able to operate when it is detached from the launch vehicle after it has
reached the desired orbit. NASA’s GEVS is the accepted environmental testing criterion for
CubeSats when the launch provider is unknown. [7] Random vibration tests simulate the
expected launch environment. TVAC testing demonstrates that the satellite can operate and
survive in the thermal extremes as it orbits the Earth.
It is vital to characterize the antenna deployment in simulated space environments to
verify successful deployment and to ascertain deployed length, shape and orientation. If the
antenna fails to deploy then the satellite will lose the communication capabilities relying on that
antenna. If the antenna deploys partially or incorrectly the directivity and gain of the antenna
could also degrade the communication capability relying on the antenna. In order to understand
the geometry criteria necessary for the four HCT QHAs to complete their mission on AFIT’s
CubeSat, the beam pattern must be measured for all geometry configurations experienced by the
antenna during the environmental testing. Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) measurements
will be made to assess whether the geometry has a significant effect on the transmitted waveform
and if additional RF testing is required.
1.6 Implications
The experiments conducted for this research will guide future testing of the HCT QHA
and other deployable CubeSat antennas. Understanding which tests are necessary to verify and
characterize deployment and knowing how to analyze and interpret the data will enable more
thorough and efficient space qualification testing at AFIT and other institutions.
9

1.7 Preview
Considering the challenges a satellite must overcome to operate successfully in orbit, this
thesis will explore the efforts of an AFIT sponsored, HCT designed and built CubeSat antenna to
verify it is space qualified and assess if it is ready to be incorporated on a future AFIT CubeSat
mission.
In Chapter 2 a background on the HCT antenna and other proposed and available
deployable CubeSat antennas will be introduced. The environmental and deployment test
methodology for the HCT antenna are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the laser
vibrometer, TVAC, vibration and solar simulator test results. A summary and recommendations
for future research are provided in Chapter 5.

10

2. Literature Review
2.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter provides an overview of deployable satellite antennas, including the
motivation, history, and current research/applications.
2.2 Antenna Overview
The purpose of an antenna is to focus incoming or outgoing radio frequency (RF) waves
and convert them to electrical signals. RF waves have magnitude and direction, so how the
antenna accounts for the directivity of the incoming waves affects the performance of the
antenna. The primary antenna performance attribute is quantified as “gain” and is determined by
the efficiency of this conversion and is measured in decibels (dB). Decibels isotropic (dBi) refers
to gain with respect to a theoretical isotropic radiator, which radiates equally in all directions. [8]
Gain is not the only antenna characteristic that must be considered when designing the
RF system. Bandwidth is the range of frequencies over which the antenna can operate. A larger
bandwidth means more energy or data can be sent and received over the frequency range. [9]
Beamwidth is the direction of maximum radiation and typically applies to directional
antennas, such as parabolic dishes. The gain over this direction is usually characterized by the
half power beamwidth (HPBW), as shown in Figure 4, which is the angular region in which the
magnitude of the radiation decreases by 50%. [10]
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Figure 4. Parabolic antenna beam pattern [11]

There are various antenna shapes and designs that can collect incoming waves.
Directional antennas are normally pointed towards the incoming signal so that the main lobe of
the antenna pattern is aligned with the transmit source. Omnidirectional antennas have a 360
degree horizontal radiation pattern. This pattern provides less gain but provides coverage in all
directions and reduces the requirement to point the antenna or satellite towards the intended
target. Omnidirectional dipole antennas are commonly used on CubeSats due to their low cost
and complexity and ability to provide continuous coverage. [12]
Many satellites require antennas with large gain and a focused beam, especially those in
geostationary orbit. Typically directional antennas are utilized in order to achieve the required
gain. In order to satisfy launch vehicle restrictions, many satellite antennas must be stowed
during launch and then deployed on orbit. Traditional satellites typically use large reflector
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antennas that can be mechanically deployable or inflated to achieve the desired shape and surface
area. [13]

Figure 5. Harris Ka-band unfurlable mesh reflector [14]

The Galileo mission launched in 1989 experienced this issue when its primary antenna, a
parabolic dish designed to fold similar to an umbrella, failed to deploy. Galileo’s mission was to
observe Jupiter and its moons, without the high gain antenna it was forced to rely on its low gain
antenna to communicate with Earth. [15]
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CubeSat missions that need to transmit large amounts of data must be able to achieve
greater antenna gain and bandwidth in order to close the RF link. There are relatively few
deployable CubeSat antenna designs, even fewer which have been proven through extensive
ground testing or space demonstration. To better understand the motivation and issues
surrounding deployable antennas the current research, development, and employment of
deployable CubeSat antennas will be discussed in the following section. Deployable antenna
developments for larger, traditional satellites will not be discussed as part of this research.
2.3 CubeSat Antenna Types
A satellite communication link is limited by the relation between gain and antenna
dimensions. For a CubeSat, the small size restricts the surface area and volume of the antenna.
The commonly used canesterized satellite dispenser (CSD), which encases the CubeSat during
launch, restricts the use of antennas that protrude more than a few millimeters beyond the
external faces of the satellite. Given these restrictions, CubeSats typically use patch and whip
monopole or dipole antennas that have small mass and volume as well as their relatively low
cost. These types of antennas are capable of transmitting and receiving from VHF to S-band (30
MHz – 4 GHz). Monopole and dipole antennas technically deploy in the sense that they are
folded against the satellite while encased in the launch vehicle and then spring open using strain
energy when released. In order to operate at higher frequencies and provide additional gain and
beamwidth, other antenna types must be utilized. There are advancements being made to develop
CubeSat antennas that stow within the small volume of the bus and then deploy to a larger area.
There are no commercially offered deployable CubeSat antennas and only several examples of
past research and testing, the deployable antennas will be discussed after the traditional patch
and pole CubeSat antennas. [16] [17]
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2.3.1 Monopole and Dipole Antennas
Most small satellites use simple monopole and dipole antennas for their telemetry,
tracking, and control (TTC) uplink and downlink communications with the ground station.
Deployable tape spring whip monopole and dipole antennas are offered by many companies for
direct CubeSat application. [18], [19] Dipole antennas consist of a rod with two conductive
elements, both of which receive half of the incoming signal. [20] [21]
A monopole antenna is essentially a dipole antenna but twice the length. A monopole
antenna requires a ground plane element. Both dipole and monopole antennas exhibit
omnidirectional radiation patterns and are linearly polarized. These antennas are often referred to
as “deployable” due to the fact that they fold against the satellite bus during launch and then
expand to their designed orientation using the strain energy stored in the antenna when the
satellite is ejected. The antenna length is a function of the operating frequency; the antenna
length is a function of the RF wavelength and is typically at 1/2 wavelengths long for a dipole
antenna and 1/4 wavelength for a monopole antenna. [9] CubeSat monopole and dipole antennas
frequently operate in VHF and UHF bands. The typical gain for a dipole antenna is 2.15 dBi and
5.19 dBi for a monopole antenna. [22]

Figure 6. CubeSat UHF monopole antennas [19]
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Satellites that use monopole or dipole antennas rely on a ground station with a high-gain
antenna or a tracking antenna that can steer to orient the ground antenna to point towards the
satellite during its pass when in view of the ground station. This is due to the low gain and nondirectivity of the pole antenna on the satellite.
2.3.2 Patch Antennas
Many companies offer patch antennas specifically for CubeSats that are often used for
GPS or other communication signals in S-band. A microstrip patch antennas consist of a layered
structure with a metal ground plane, substrate, and an etched conductive metal top layer. [23]
Patch antennas are attractive for CubeSat applications due to their slim profile which can be
mounted on the exterior of the satellite, therefore minimizing the internal and external volume
required. Patch antennas are semi-directional and offer a wide beamwidth that provides adequate
gain as long as the antenna is on the face of the satellite that is pointed towards the target,
typically nadir. [24] S-band patch antennas offer gain on the order of 6-8 dBi and are circularly
polarized. [25]

Figure 7. CubeSat S-band patch antenna [24]
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Research has been conducted to create a larger microstrip antenna through the use of a
deployable membrane array. Researchers at Physical Sciences, Inc. designed a tensioned
membrane antenna that provides a larger effective aperture in an effort to increase gain. The
prototype is a C-band 1.7 square meter surface that utilizes four folded booms that stows into a
2U volume. This antenna exhibited 30.5 dB gain as tested with a 3.4 degree beamwidth. Future
work includes additional ground testing and design improvements that will lead to flight testing
on a 6U CubeSat. [26]

Figure 8. 6U CubeSat deployable S-band antenna, stowed [26]

Figure 9. 6U CubeSat deployable S-band antenna, deployed [26]
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The Physical Sciences tensioned membrane patch antenna is an example of research and
development that is being conducted to expand the RF capabilities of CubeSats. Parabolic
antennas use tensioned structures to focus the RF energy at a single point. Deployable CubeSat
parabolic antenna examples will be discussed in the following section.
2.3.3 Parabolic Deployable Antennas
Parabolic deployable antennas (PDAs) incorporate some stowing method and then deploy
to the shape of a parabolic dish. A flexible material such as a mesh is typically attached to rib
structural elements. There are multiple ways to fold, or pack, the mesh and ribs. The packed
height and diameter is a function of the rib length, the number of ribs, and the number of folds.
Folding rib architecture is an attractive stowing method for deployable parabolic antennas due to
its effective stowing efficiency. [27]
USC Space Engineering Research Center (SERC) in collaboration with NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) developed a PDA for their experimental satellite Aeneas. The
satellite was launched in September 2012 and demonstrated the first high gain CubeSat antenna.
The parabolic deployable antenna demonstrated a receive gain of 18 dBi at 2.4 GHz. The dish
has a deployed diameter of 0.5m and stows in a volume of 1.6U. The antenna consists of 30 ribs
with two joints each that collapse and lower into a canister in the payload section of the CubeSat.
[28]
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Figure 10. SERC and NASA/JPL parabolic deployable antenna design [28]

Figure 11. SERC and NASA/JPL parabolic antenna prototype [28]
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Figure 12. SERC and NASA/JPL parabolic antenna stowed configuration [28]

JPL is building off of the folding CubeSat antenna design flown on Aeneas and is
develop X- and Ka-band versions of the PDA. A redesign of the Aeneas antenna is required due
to the surface characterization required for Ka-band operation. The KaPDA design goal is to
provide 42 dBi at a 34 GHz downlink. The design requirement to stow in a 1.5U remains. [29]

Figure 13. JPL KaPDA antenna [29]
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A design team at California Polytechnic State University conducted a research project
sponsored by NASA JPL created a design for a “Compact Deployable Antenna for CubeSat
Units.” Their design utilized a telescoping mast and scissor trusses to create a mesh parabolic
dish Ka-band antenna. The antenna had requirements of a deployed diameter of 50cm, a mass of
less than 1kg, and a stowed volume of less than 1.5U. The team’s design satisfied all
requirements except for the deployed diameter; this was due to a non-perfect truss expansion.
The team also conducted structural, thermal, and vibe testing on their design unit. The team did
not create the desired Ka-band mesh antenna and feedhorn. The design team did not develop a
complete prototype and did not perform any RF analysis on the antenna. [8]

Figure 14. CAD render of Cal Poly design team deployable antenna structure [8]

Boeing Phantom Works presented a design for a miniature deployable high gain antenna
for CubeSats. The antenna would operate in S-band and provide 18 dBi of gain through a 50cm
dish weighing less than 1kg and stowing in 0.5U. Boeing successfully tested the mechanical
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deployment of the dish to prove the design concept was fundamentally sound. Future work is to
construct a final design prototype and conduct a flight demonstration. [30]

Figure 15. Boeing Phantom Works deployable CubeSat antenna design [30]

Figure 16. Boeing Phantom Works deployable CubeSat mesh antenna prototype [30]
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Figure 17. Boeing Phantom Works deployable CubeSat stowed mesh antenna [30]

Another example of a PDA that doesn’t utilize a folding rib structure was demonstrated
by students at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) who researched the feasibility of
using inflatable parabolic reflector on a CubeSat. Their objective was to achieve at least 20 dB of
gain using a 1m effective diameter inflatable parabolic reflector antenna that operates in X-band.
The inflatable structure is constructed of two materials, one is a transparent canopy that allows
the signal to pass through and the other is a reflective membrane that focuses the signal on a
receive feed that is suspended within the balloon. [31]
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Figure 18. MIT inflatable parabolic CubeSat antenna design [31]

2.3.4 Helical Antennas
Another antenna type available to CubeSats that provides increased bandwidth and gain
over patch and monopole or dipole are helical antennas. Helical antennas provide natural circular
polarization and exhibit a 360° azimuth beam pattern. The elevation of the beam pattern can be
modified by employing an Iso-flux radiation pattern by altering the antenna height as a function
of wavelength. The Iso-flux antenna beam pattern exhibits a higher gain at designated elevation
angles. This radiation pattern makes helical antennas an attractive option for satellite missions
that are attempting to receive low power incoming signals that are sent at low elevation angles
which are common for terrestrial emitters. Achieving higher gain at low elevation (grazing)
angles allows the satellite to remain nadir pointing while still receiving RF energy from
terrestrial emitters.
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Figure 19. Geolocation lines of bearing [32]

A helical antenna, as shown in Figure 20, consists of a wound wire tread that forms a
helix with parameters being the circumference, coil spacing, and coil circumference. The overall
length of the helical antenna is determined by the wavelength and the coil parameters. [33]

Figure 20. Helix parameters [33]

The helix parameters of coil circumference (C), wavelength (λ), pitch spacing (p), pitch
angle (α), Half Power Beamwidth (HPBW), the number of turns (N), and impedance (R) are
calculated using the following equations: [17]
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When considering the axial mode of a helical antenna, the gain is dependent on the
number of turns, the circumference, the pitch spacing, and the wavelength of the operating RF
frequency. [34]
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There are different mechanical design options for creating a helix that has structural
integrity and satisfies the electromagnetic requirements of an antenna. Most helical antennas are
cylindrical (constant diameter), however then can also utilize a conical shape. A conical tapering
of the helix changes the active region and beam pattern of the antenna and must be accounted
for.
A helical antenna can be comprised of multiple helical elements. Increasing the number
of elements increases the beamwidth. [35] The HCT antenna uses four elements configured into
a quadrifilar design with four winding elements phased 90 degrees apart.
There are different methods for creating helical antennas that can be stowed into a
condensed volume and then be deployed to its operational shape. Typically the helix is flattened
to eliminate the pitch spacing during stowage and then extended to revive the designed pitch
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spacing; a constant diameter is maintained for both the stowed and deployed configurations if a
cylindrical design is used. In applications where gravity is present, a deployable helical antenna
must have the structural rigidity to maintain the helix in the deployed position and must be
flexible to enable a stowed configuration. In space, the deployed antenna structure will not be
affected by gravity, but this must be accounted for in the antenna mechanical design to ensure
the helix geometry does not rely on gravity to maintain its shape.
Different helical element materials and cross sections and can give the desired stiffness
when deployed but still allow for storage. This requires the material selected to have sufficient
strain energy to maintain its shape or the helix structure must utilize additional support elements.
Beryllium copper, composites, fiberglass, and shape memory alloys are some example materials.
The HCT antenna, tested herein, uses a shape memory alloy (SMA) in order to achieve the
structural integrity and stowing requirements. [36]
One of the few space proven deployable helical CubeSat antennas was on GOMX-1.
Launched in 2013 the GOMX-1 is a 2U CubeSat developed by GomSpace, DSE Airport
Solutions, and Aslborg University. The helical antenna uses a monofilar helix that provides
around 10 dB of gain and operates in UHF band. The antenna deploys to 40cm in length and
stows to a depth of 2cm. The end of GOMX-1’s life was purportedly caused by magnetization of
the helix antenna that caused a dipole moment that eventually could not be compensated by the
ADCS. [37] [38] The HCT QHA tested for this research is made of Nickle and Titanium, both of
which are non-ferrous metals and will not be affected by Earth’s magnetic field. [39]
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Figure 21. Illustration of deployed GOMX-1 [37]

Tethers Unlimited, Inc. is developing a UHF CubeSat quadrifilar helical antenna. The
antenna exhibits an Iso-flux radiation pattern that allows the antenna to cover the entire field of
regard while remaining nadir pointing. The antenna requirements include a stowed volume of
less than 0.5 U and a deployed length of 1.5m and a diameter of 7cm. The antenna design will
provide circular polarization with up to 4 dBi of gain. [40]
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Figure 22. TUI quadrifilar helical antenna [40]

A student at the University of New Mexico designed a deployable bottom fed conical
log-spiral CubeSat antenna, see Figure 23. This antenna design addresses the need for the
antenna to be deployable and the author alludes to a direct compression of the antenna for
storage but the author does not address the deployment process or mechanisms. This antenna
does represent the research and incentive for helical CubeSat antennas. The antenna is logperiodic and can be treated as frequency independent. This means that the antenna geometry and
angles are scaled as a periodic structure and accommodates a large range of frequencies. The
bottom fed design changes how the backfire radiation is produced and requires a ground plane.
The bottom feed location reduces the amount of structure required for the antenna thus
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simplifying the deployment scheme. Simulated results for S-band yielded a gain of 7 dBi. [17]
[41]

Figure 23. University of New Mexico conical log-spiral CubeSat antenna [17]

Researchers from Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems created a design for a
deployable helical UHF antenna. Their design stows in 0.5U and deploys to 137cm in length
with a diameter of 35.5cm. The Northrop Grumman design utilizes a framework of two opposing
fiberglass/thermoplastic helical elements that uses its own stored strain energy to deploy into a
column. The antenna exhibited a maximum gain of approximately 13 dBi at 400 MHz. [42]
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Figure 24. Northrop Grumman deployable helical UHF antenna [42]

Researchers from Air Force Research Laboratory, California Institute of Technology and
California State University developed a self-deploying helical pantograph antenna for CubeSats.
Their antenna operates in UHF band and has a gain of 8 dBi. A helical pantograph consists of
two identical opposed helical rods formed together at the joints. The deployed height of the helix
depends on the pitch of the helix. The prototype measured just under 0.5m when fully deployed.
The stowed height depends on the number of turns of the helix, the number of helices, and the
height of the band. The prototype height was approximately 0.22 m when stowed. [36]
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Figure 25. Self-deploying helical pantograph antenna for CubeSats [36]

A modified helix CubeSat UHF antenna [43] was designed to both deploy the helix as
well as a 120cm x 120cm ground plane. The helix has a maximum diameter of 27cm and a
height of 43.7 cm. This antenna consists of only a single turn helix and exhibits of a gain of at
least 7 dB. The antenna and ground plane combination greatly reduces the back lobe radiation.
[43]

Figure 26. Single helix antenna with ground plane [43]

Another design of a deployable quadrifilar helix UHF CubeSat antenna is given in
Reference 41. The design utilizes four orthogonal arms to define two separate helixes. This
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configuration provides a hemispherical radiation pattern and is circularly polarized. The antenna
has a diameter of 17.3cm and the maximum gain this design can theoretically achieve is 5.4 dB.
[44]

Figure 27. Deployable quadrifilar helix UHF CubeSat antenna [44]

The stowing and deployment complexity and their need to remain dimensionally true
when deployed is a reason that helical CubeSat antennas are not more widely used. An axial
helical antenna exhibits circular polarization, wide bandwidth, and an Iso-flux radiation pattern.
This characteristic make them attractive for certain CubeSat missions, such as AFIT’s
geolocation mission and is what motivated AFIT to procure the design and manufacturing of a
helical CubeSat antenna. An overview of the design of the HCT four element helical antenna is
presented in the following section.
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2.4 HCT Quadrifilar Helical Antenna
For the specific testing herein, AFIT procured the design and manufacturing of an
antenna to be flown on a future CubeSat geolocation mission. Helical antennas provide slightly
more gain than patch and dipole antennas, therefore making them a plausible candidate for a
mission that requires detection of potentially low-power signals. The use of multiple quadrifilar
helical antennas spaced less than ½ wavelengths apart also allows the use an angle of arrival
(AoA) geolocation method by measuring the time phase difference of arrival of the signal of
interest (SOI) at each individual antenna element. At the operational frequency of 1.315 Ghz the
wavelength is 22.8 cm making the 10cm spacing on the CubeSat suitable for the ½ wavelength
criteria.

Figure 28. CAD model of AFIT CubeSat mission with four HCT antennas
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2.4.1 Requirements
The AFIT generated requirements drove the design of the antenna. AFIT required that
HCT deliver four deployable engineering development units (EDUs) and four flight-ready
antenna units. The required antenna type was a quadrifilar helix circularly polarized antennas
capable with a center frequency of 1.315 GHz. Additional requirements included a two year
minimum on orbit lifetime, must be able to survive NASA GEVS thermal vacuum and vibration
profiles through demonstrated testing, and the use of only NASA approved materials.
Capabilities and features of the antenna were listed in the following original contract
requirements:
1. Antenna deployed length: 0.35 to 0.45 meters
2. Antenna deployed diameter: 0.03 to 0.05 meters
3. Individual Antenna max weight: 50 grams
4. Antenna lowest natural frequency (deployed): 10 Hz
5. Stowed max dimensions (per antenna including all housing and release components):
100mm (base) x 100mm (base) x35 mm (height)
6. Total system weight (per antenna including all housing and release components): <400
grams
7. 3-dB Bandwidth: > 50 MHz
8. Gain pattern: Iso-flux beam pattern with maximum gain to receive a terrestrial signal
emitting at 10-35 degree elevation from an orbit altitude of 500 km
9. RF Interface: SMA 3.5mm coaxial connector or smaller
10. Deployment electrical interface: Four wires, two per channel, redundant DC power
11. Release mechanism redundancy: Dual Modular Redundant
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12. Release mechanisms: Shape Memory Alloy Non-Explosive Actuator
13. Deployment testing: Greater than ninety percent success rate
This research will directly test requirements 1, 4 and 13. Requirement 1 was adjusted by
HCT to design the antenna to optimally operate at the 1.315 Mhz frequency. By deploying the
antennas, requirements 9, 10, 11 and 12 were indirectly tested by this research.
2.4.2 Design
An HCT antenna unit consists of a milled ULTEM casing, electronics board, shape
memory alloy (SMA) antenna filars, and SMA hold-downs (see Figure 30). The hold downs are
present to restrict the QHA from deploying prematurely. The SMA antenna filars will not
achieve their set geometry until sufficient power (heat) is applied but they still possess enough
strain energy to extend and protrude from the antenna casing.

Figure 29. HCT QHA components [4]
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2.4.2.1 Casing
The case is made of primarily of ULTEM 2300 with Nylon 6 used for the hold down loop
channels. The case was milled and the dimensions and screw locations were designed to match
up with the AFIT 12U CubeSat chassis. Non-locking Helicoil screws holes were utilized for the
EDUs and locking helicoils are utilized in the flight-ready design.
2.4.2.2 Filars
The antenna elements consist of two bifilar loops that form a helix with a crossover
bracket at the top of the helix, see Figure 29. The HCT QHA dimensions and parameters are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1. HCT QHA parameters
Helix Parameter
Filar Length
Filar Diameter
Pitch Angle
Axial Length
Diameter
Pitch Height

Value
400mm
1.5mm
45⁰
283mm
50mm
5.66mm

The filars are made of nitinol and coated with a high heat resistant paint that prevents the
individual filars from coming into contact and causing an electrical short. Nitinol is an alloy of
Nickel and Titanium and has excellent electrical and mechanical properties. [39] The impedance
of each filar is matched to 50Ω using coils and capacitors. [4] Each filar has one degree of
freedom (DOF) at the base that allows it to rotate as the antenna extends during deployment. As
shown in the cross-sectional cutout view of Figure 30, each filar bends into the base and then
rotates about its axis.
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Figure 30. HCT QHA antenna CAD cross section

2.4.2.3 Antenna Handling and Stowing
Due to the SMA characteristics, excessive heating and unnecessary bending of the
antenna should be avoided. The antennas do not need to be stored and handled exclusively in a
clean room, however care should be taken to avoid bending the antenna elements outside of their
designed helical configuration. HCT designed and fabricated a stowing tool to facilitate
compressing the antenna filars in the appropriate configuration when stowing the antenna, shown
in Figure 31.

Figure 31. HCT QHA stowing tool [45]
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RF connectors and DC power cabling from the CubeSat bus or the test equipment should
attach to the HCT antenna’s printed circuit board (PCB) as shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32. HCT QHA EDU RF and power cable routing [46]

2.4.2.4 Input Power
The antenna is designed to receive the input DC power from the satellite bus. Currently,
the AFIT CubeSat’s Electrical Power System (EPS) supplies 8.4 Volts, for the HCT antenna
deployment this will be applied at a maximum 7 Amps until the antenna fully deploys,
approximately 60 seconds in atmospheric pressure at room temperature.
2.4.2.5 Beam Pattern
The antenna design provides an Iso-flux radiation gain pattern. The antenna exhibits a
3dB solid angle beamwidth of 70° that is uniform over the 360° azimuth of the antenna beam
pattern, as shown in Figure 33. A single antenna produces a maximum gain of 4.3dBi at 1315
MHz at an elevation angle of 135°.
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Figure 33. HCT QHA simulated 2D beam pattern of a single antenna [4]

This single antenna beam pattern exhibits more gain at low elevation angles, this is a
function of the Iso-flux radiation pattern. This improves the gain at those elevation angles; this is
an intentional design characteristic due to the mission parameters of the future geolocation
CubeSat that the antennas will fly on.
The intent is to mount four HCT antennas on a single 4U (2x2) nadir face of a 12U
CubeSat. This will place each antenna center approximately 10cm apart. Having four antennas in
close proximity changes the beam pattern of the individual antennas. To simulate the expected
gain pattern of the antenna, one antenna is active and the other three antennas are loaded with
50Ω. Figure 34 shows the simulated antenna beam pattern. The colored antenna filars represent
the operational antenna and the black filars are inactive. [4]
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Figure 34. HCT QHA simulated 3D beam pattern, side view [4]

Figure 35. HCT QHA simulated 3D beam pattern, bottom view [4]
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For a single antenna; the gain is highest on the corner nearest the active antenna. Varying
which of the four antennas is active produces similar results. Combining the four antennas
produces a max gain 6.2dBi. The proximity of the four antennas increases the maximum gain of
an individual antenna but it deforms the azimuthal beam pattern.

Figure 36. HCT QHA simulated 2D beam pattern of four antennas [4]

The 2D plot reveals the 3dB beamwidth is no longer uniform over the 360º of Azimuth.
These perturbed results will affect the maximum gain of the antenna but will not reduce the
minimum antenna gain of 4.3 dB.
2.4.3 Shape Memory Alloys
Both the helical filars and the hold-downs of the HCT antenna are SMAs. According to
the American Society for Metals (ASM), SMAs are “metallic materials that demonstrate the
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ability to return to some previously defined shape or size when subjected to the appropriate
thermal procedure.” [39] The thermal procedure that activates the alloy is usually an electric
current that heats the resistive material until it reaches its designated shape. The heating is
achieved through the resistance in the SMA material as the current flows through the circuit. [47]
SMAs for use in space applications are commonplace. Nitinol is the widely used SMA
for spacecraft mechanisms and actuators. These types of space applications are commercially
available for direct and custom products. [48] HCT developed experience designing and
manufacturing space qualified SMA components and utilized nitinol from a space component
experienced supplier, Kellogg’s Research Labs, for the CubeSat deployable QHA.
For the HCT antenna, the ‘memorized’ state is the extended “deployed” helix. The
antenna is designed so that at atmospheric pressure and room temperature a voltage of 8.4 Volts
will generate enough heat in the filars to extend to the memorized state. Even after the applied
voltage is removed, the antenna will remain in this position.
The HCT antenna is designed to deploy to its set shape when the wire temperature
reaches 80°C. Heating the HCT antenna filar wire to or above 350⁰C for any period can
adversely affect the performance of the wire. According to HCT, if the filar wires are bent more
than 10% of their designed shape the antenna will take a new set. Care must be taken when
handling and stowing the elements to ensure the wires are not contorted from their cylindrical
helix shape. [45]
Hold downs are incorporated into the antenna design to deny the antenna from partially
extending due to the stored strain energy. The hold downs fold over the compressed helix in four
places, see Figure 37. These hold downs are also SMAs that are on the same serial circuit as the
filars. When they are subjected to the applied voltage they will fold back and allow the antenna
to extend.
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Figure 37. HCT QHA hold downs

The SMA QHA structure will be affected by gravity during deployment on Earth. The
antenna is designed to provide sufficient structural integrity in the microgravity space
environment. The deployed antenna may experience geometry deformations such as drooping
when deployed on Earth. Deploying the antenna upwards means it has to work against gravity.
Deploying it downwards means it is receiving a gravity assist. Conducting a simulated
microgravity deployment test requires a special test that mimics the effect of zero gravity. Since
the HCT SMA QHA is capable of deploying against gravity, this research will not include
microgravity deployment tests on the HCT QHA but will rely on the averaged results of gravity
hindered and assisted tests to assess the deployment performance.
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2.5 Summary
A short antenna theory background and history of CubeSat deployable antennas was
presented in this chapter. An overview of the HCT antenna and its components and parameters
was presented. The HCT design presents a unique approach to deploying a QHA by using SMA
antenna elements as opposed to a kinematic mechanical structure.
Most of the helical CubeSat antenna designs presented in this chapter have not flown in
space or been space qualified through environmental testing. This testing is critical to verify the
antenna will correctly deploy in the space environment. The next chapter provides an overview
of the qualification and deployment characterization testing required for the HCT antenna and
outlines the methodology and test setup of the experiments.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Chapter Overview
The intent of this thesis is to create and execute a test plan for deployable CubeSat
antennas to space qualify the HCT QHA. This research will determine if the current HCT
antenna design is ready to be flown on a future AFIT CubeSat mission and will provide testing
architecture for future deployable CubeSat antennas. The testing approach will also provide
baseline data that can be used to verify on-orbit antenna deployments.
This chapter first discusses the validation process required before a satellite or component
is approved for launch. This chapter will then present an overview of additional testing required
to verify and characterize the deployment aspect of the antenna. Finally, the chapter will present
the test plan and procedures for the experiments conducted for this research.
3.2 Space Qualification Testing
3.2.1 Overview
Before a satellite or component is launched, it must meet specific requirements and
guidelines that ensure it will be able to survive the launch and on-orbit environments.
Verification tests cover the qualification and acceptance steps in the design process.
Qualification tests are conducted on components and system designs which are considered flightready to ensure the mechanical and structural requirements are met. Acceptance tests are the
formal test conducted on each flight unit to provide final approval for the unit.
Verification testing process typically incorporate the development of structural models
and simulations, experimental tests to simulate the operational environment, and functional tests
of the hardware and software to verify proper operation. The combination of these experiments
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and simulations predict how the system will perform and provide confidence in the design
engineering.
The verification testing required for a space payload is determined by the launch
provider. If the launch vehicle is not known, the NASA GSFC-STD-7000 [7] is typically used as
the standard for acceptance testing. NASA’s GEVS satisfies requirements for typical launch
providers and vehicles and is commonly used for AFIT CubeSats and components. NASA GEVS
creates a standard for physical testing, modeling and analyses that demonstrate satisfactory
performance of space hardware. The standards are general guidelines for all spacecraft and
contain a variety of different tests. NASA GEVS is intended for use when other more specific
guidance is not provided, as is typically done for large spacecraft.
NASA GEVS defines a variety of tests and analyses for satellites to verify the structural,
thermal, and electrical integrity of satellite hardware. The verification approach includes creating
models representing hardware to simulate performance and assist experimental testing. The
physical testing is conducted at a level of Maximum Expected Flight Level (MEFL) plus margin.
The duration of the tests is also related to the expected duration of the specific loading type the
satellite will experience during launch. There are a variety of tests to verify multiple
characteristics of the spacecraft. Not all of these tests are required for CubeSats.
NASA-STD-7001A, the Payload Vibroacoustic Test Criteria, states that mechanical
components weighing less than 50 kilograms are only required to subject to random vibration
tests. Launch providers’ main concern is that the CubeSat will survive launch and ejection into
orbit. The 12U CubeSat that the HCT antenna is expected to fly on is limited to 24kg by the
CSD. [49] Therefore, the only required vibroacoustic test for the HCT antenna is random
vibration. In order to increase confidence in the antenna design and expose it to other aspects of
the space environment other than launch, additional tests will be conducted. Thermal vacuum
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testing is typically conducted to demonstrate that the satellite and its components will survive
and operate in the space environment.
The NASA approach endorses the full system verification approach where the satellite is
tested at the highest system level possible. However, new components, both prototype and
protoflight, require additional testing that can be done at the unit level. After a CubeSat passes
pre-launch space qualification testing, it cannot be modified. Therefore, it is advantageous to
complete space qualification testing at the component level so the entire CubeSat does not have
to repeat space qualification testing due to a failed component. One of the primary research
objectives of this thesis is to create and document the testing procedures for the HCT QHA to
use for future testing of HCT QHA flight units and other future deployable CubeSat antennas.
NASA GEVS states that for a new space component, tests should be conducted at
different stages in the component’s design. These stages include: prototype qualification,
protoflight qualification, and acceptance. Prototype qualification tests are performed on
dedicated test hardware and demonstrate the design adequacy of the component for its intended
mission use. [50] Prototype qualification tests strive to accurately simulate the loads that the
component will experience in its flight environment. The test profiles used for these tests are
determined by the chosen launch vehicle and intended orbit environments, but the component is
not tested to failure. For this research, the HCT QHA will undergo various tests in order to assess
its design and workmanship but the antenna will not be tested to intentionally cause failure.
Protoflight tests are performed on flight hardware when dedicated test hardware is not
available. Protoflight testing seeks to verify that the final component design meets all
requirements and specifications. This is done by designing tests that simulate the expected
environments that the component will experience. The anticipated loads for a CubeSat are the
vibration loads of the launch environment and the temperature and vacuum pressure loads of the
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space environment. There are mandatory tests designed to reduce the risk of failure during a
space mission. [51]
The HCT QHAs tested in this research are considered protoflight hardware. The antenna
manufacturer provided antenna units that are intended for both verification testing and flight.
Protoflight tests serve the purpose of both prototype and flight acceptance test by using flight
hardware components, not a prototype or engineering design unit. [50]
Space qualification testing should be performed after the critical design review (CDR)
and design-development tests and will establish design adequacy, reliability and quality. [52]
Since the HCT antenna is a protoflight component, without any prior space environmental
testing, the design-development tests and the qualification tests will be conducted simultaneously
for this thesis. Pending any failures of exposed design flaws, the testing will provide the flight
certification and the antenna can be incorporated on AFIT’s CubeSat mission.
The environmental testing is designed to identify failures; this is accomplished through
functional tests. A functional test can be comprehensive to test the full performance of the test
object or limited to demonstrate that functional capability has not been degraded by the tests.
Both comprehensive and limited performance tests will be performed before, during and after, all
environmental tests to verify and characterize the HCT antenna design, see Appendix C. [7]
The required NASA GEVS tests will be conducted on the HCT antenna to determine if it
meets the environmental standards of launch and LEO. The results will be documented and
provided to the future launch provider when the future AFIT CubeSat mission is launched. A
proposed test plan that included the NASA GEVS required tests as well as the desired
deployment characterization tests was generated and approved by the antenna manufacturer,
HCT.
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3.2.2 Vibration Testing
The HCT antenna will experience mechanical vibrations over a range of frequencies
during launch. Random vibration tests on a shaker table simulate the vibration environment of
the launch vehicle. Swept sine vibration tests expose structural weaknesses and changes by
comparing the vibrational modes of pre and post sine sweeps. Vibration testing is typically
conducted before TVAC testing to allow the LEO simulated thermal environment to exploit any
cracks or other failures that may be a result of the random vibe tests. [53] However, for the HCT
antenna test plan, vibe will be conducted after the ambient, cold and hot TVAC deployments to
preserve the prototype components. A final TVAC test will be conducted after the vibration tests
in combination with the solar simulator tests to uncover any failures or issues incurred during the
vibe tests.
3.2.3 Thermal Vacuum Testing
TVAC testing verifies that the CubeSat or component can function in a vacuum and in
the extreme temperature environment of space. Functional deployment tests will be performed
when the vacuum chamber pressure is reduced to at least 2x10-4 Torr and when the satellite has
reached equilibrium at various temperatures reflecting the conditions experienced on orbit. By
characterizing the HCT QHA deployment at the hot and cold stages of the temperature cycle, as
well as after multiple cycles, concept of operations (CONOPS) for the AFIT mission can be
created to ensure the antennas are deployed at the optimum time and location in the CubeSat’s
orbit.
3.3 Space Hardware Deployment Testing
In addition to the previously discussed tests that validate that the antenna will survive the
launch and space environments, there are other aspects that must be considered and extensively
tested; the deployment rate and deployed state of the antenna. If the antenna fails to deploy when
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it reaches orbit or if it deploys prematurely while still enclosed in the launch vehicle, then the
entire mission could result in a failure. This research will record and analyze the behavior and
performance of both the antenna elements and the hold downs throughout the verification testing.
A component or subsystem that deploys into its operational state when on orbit increases
the level of risk and therefore increases the amount and fidelity of modelling, analysis, and
testing that the component must undergo before launch. In the case of a deployable antenna, the
risk dramatically increases since the satellite relies on the antenna to transmit or receive mission
data, whether payload data or tracking, telemetry and control (TT&C). For the AFIT mission, the
HCT QHAs are used solely for the payload, and a separate antenna is used for TT&C
communications but a loss of the HCT QHA antennas would result in an inability to conduct the
geolocation mission.
The deployed antenna geometry can also affect the RF performance. If the antenna does
not deploy within the defined axial tolerance, the gain beam pattern could affect angle of arrival
(AoA) measurements. If an antenna only deploys partially and does not achieve its designed
height within the specified tolerance, the beam pattern may be affected and the antenna may
either be neglected for AoA or extensive calibration may be necessary. Additional RF testing of
the HCT QHA in different geometric positions will provide better understand the impact of
incorrect deployed geometry.
3.3.1 Modal Analysis Overview
Measuring the natural frequencies of the antenna is vital for model correlation and
predicting the behavior of the antenna when subjected to dynamic loading. While on orbit, this is
the extremely important for lightweight, flexible structures such as satellite antennas whose
performance makes them more susceptible to unwanted vibrations. [54] NASA-STD-7000A
requires that “all significant modes up to the required frequency must be determined both in
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terms of frequency and mode shape.” Modal predictions can be estimated using finite element
analysis (FEA) and validated experimentally. FEA is a versatile analysis approach that enables
the mechanical modelling of complex structure dynamics. The modelled and experimentally
measured frequency response results should be compared to identify inaccuracies and improve
the FEA model. [55]
FEA can be used to predict the antenna’s frequency response to inputs over the expected
frequency range. FE starts from a mesh of points that reflects the geometry of the object,
elements span between the nodes which represent mechanical and thermal material properties of
the structure. [56]
The modal survey can also be conducted experimentally using a laser vibrometer to
measure the frequency response of the test article that results from a specific input vibration.
This excitation vibration can be applied acoustically through a speaker or physically by an
impact hammer.
NASA-GEVS requires that the minimum fundamental frequency of the stowed launch
payload must be less than 70 Hz. [7] This requirement ensures that the payload will not
aggravate the fundamental frequencies of the launch vehicle and cause resonant vibrations that
could result in failure. For most missions where the CubeSat is secondary payload the modal
mass would be insignificant with respect to the primary payload and the launch vehicle.
The stowed HCT antenna represents the article whose natural frequencies must be
considered when determining the minimum fundamental frequencies of the system to be
launched. The stowed antenna is a compact, dense, object whose individual fundamental
frequencies will not likely affect the fundamental frequencies of the assembled CubeSat or the
launch vehicle. Because of this, Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) will be collected during
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sinusoidal and random vibration tests but a modal survey of the stowed HCT antenna will not be
conducted as part of this research.
This thesis is focused on characterizing the antenna deployment, understanding the
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the deployed antenna which will provide insight into
how the deployed antenna elements will behave when deployed on a future CubeSat. Analyzing
the first modes of the deployed antenna will provide insight into the lowest natural frequencies of
the antenna. Understanding the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the deployed antennas
can drive attitude determination and control system (ADCS) component selection to minimize or
control spacecraft jitter that may excite the antennas. Understanding the natural frequencies of
the antenna can also drive the allowed slew rate and acceleration of the CubeSat to perform
various on-orbit scenarios defined in the CONOPS.
The CubeSat mission will employ four HCT antennas on the four corners of a CubeSat
face, see Figure 2. The close proximity of the antennas, 10cm from center to center along the X
and Y axes, introduces the risk of the antenna filars coming in contact with the filars of an
adjacent antenna and causing the circuit to short. The filars could also become tangled during
deployment.
Finite Element Models (FEM) were created in ANSYS using several different types of
beam elements (Beam188 and Beam189) and varying the number of segments required to
construct the helix. A mesh conversion study was conducted to optimize the FEM and a
parametric approach was utilized to aid future analysis. HCT created their own FEM using a
volume mesh to discretize the QHA CAD model. Predictions from the beam element and volume
element FEMs will be compared with the experimentally measured natural frequencies and mode
shapes to identify which EFA approach provides a better estimation of the QHA frequency
response.
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3.4 Test Methodology
Protoflight testing of the HCT QHA will provide the confidence and verification required
to meet the objective. Characterizing the HCT antenna deployment throughout the environmental
tests will provide confidence in the antenna design and will verify its on-orbit performance.
3.4.1 Functional Tests
Throughout the environmental testing, functional tests of the antenna will be conducted
to determine if the antenna’s performance was affected by any of the tests. By executing the
functional tests before and after the environmental tests, failures can be identified and any
differences in deployment can be characterized that may be a result of the environmental testing.
A mechanical functional test refers to the physical deployment of the antenna and is
synonymous to a comprehensive performance test (CPT). In some cases, a complete mechanical
deployment test is not necessary to determine if the antenna is still functional from an electrical
perspective. In these cases, electrical functional tests will be used instead of a mechanical
functional test. An electrical functional test can also be referred to as a limited performance test
(LPT) and will measure the current through the antenna filar elements without applying enough
power to heat the SMA elements and cause the antenna filars to change states and begin to
deploy. Table 2 defines the two functional tests.
Table 2. Functional tests
Name
CPT

Objective
Assess mechanical performance

LPT

Assess electrical performance

Criteria
Antenna physically deploys to at least
260mm (+/- 1 mm)
Antenna current is at least 7 Amps (+/- 1
Amp)

The CPTs and LPTs will be conducted throughout the environmental testing, see Table 3.
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Table 3. Functional test matrix
Environmental Test
TVAC
Vibe

LPT
At ambient, at vacuum, at temperature
After each sine sweep

CPT
At temperature
After test conclusion

3.4.1.1 Mechanical Functional Test
Mechanical functional tests will be conducted before the environmental testing
commences to record baseline deployment characteristics. Mechanical functional tests will also
be conducted during the TVAC tests, after vibe testing, and during solar simulator testing. The
TVAC tests will incorporate the mechanical deployment as part of the test to characterize the
antenna deployments at the hot and cold stages in the thermal cycle. The post-vibe deployment
tests will identify any issues with the antenna circuit or filar elements that may have been
occurred during random vibration testing. The goal of the on orbit simulated solar environment
tests is to determine if pointing the antenna at the sun will cause it to deploy on its own.
HCT defines the antenna as fully deployed when it received the input voltage of 8.4V for
duration of 60 seconds in atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature. The TVAC
environment will likely alter this deployment timeline so the voltage input duration will be
increased to ensure the antenna fully deploys. HCT confirmed that applying the power for longer
than 60 seconds will not harm the antenna filar elements or the circuit, therefore a max duration
criteria of 120 seconds was selected to ensure complete deployment in all environments. When
the antenna reaches its set deployed position it will not continue to extend, regardless of the
duration of input voltage. Since one of the goals of this test is to record the deployment time, we
redefined fully deployed as when the antenna appears to be done extending, therefore each
deployment test may have a unique duration. This can be confirmed visually by assessing the
antenna’s length has ceased to increase and the quadrifilars have ceased to rotate about the axial
axis. Visual measurements can be taken with +/- 1mm precision for all tests except for the
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TVAC tests, this will be detailed in the TVAC test setup section later in this chapter. Analyzing
the input current can also provide determination of complete deployment by observing when the
current reaches a constant value.
The input voltage is held constant at 8.4V using a voltage controlled power supply. The
resistance of the antenna elements increases as the filars heat up and extend. Measuring the input
current to the antenna circuit will enable the power consumption to be monitored as the antenna
deploys. When the antenna has reached its final deployed position, the resistance in the filars
appears to remain constant and therefore the current converges on a constant value. Analyzing
the recorded current data will provide the power and time required for the antenna to fully
deploy. Knowledge of these values will be valuable for use in early orbit operations of the
CubeSat.
Changing the fixed voltage from 8.4V will require the current limit to be adjusted and the
approximate deployment time to be evaluated. HCT should be consulted to determine if the new
voltage will adversely affect the antenna’s components.
As designed, the nominal deployed length for the HCT antennas 283 mm from the top of
the printed circuit board to the top of the antenna filars at the cross-brace, this measurement is
illustrated in Figure 38.
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Figure 38. Deployed HCT antenna length measurements

3.4.1.1.3 Success Criteria
Complete success if the antenna deploys correctly to a length of at least 283 cm (+/1mm) within 90 seconds. Marginal success if the antenna deploys to at least 260 cm after 120
seconds. Failure if antenna does not deploy to at least 260 cm regardless of the deployment
duration.
3.4.1.2 Electrical Functional Tests
A LPT can be conducted in place of the CPT to identify any electrical issues that may
affect antenna deployment performance. Rather than measuring the antenna element resistance
directly, it was simpler to measure the current to test for open or shorted conditions. By applying
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the input voltage for only several seconds and measuring the output current, we can determine if
the antenna incurred any electrical anomalies, such as an increase in resistance or an open circuit,
from the previous environmental test. By applying the voltage for only two seconds, the antenna
will not receive enough heat to allow the SMA to begin to transition, but it will provide enough
time to measure the current flowing through the antenna circuit.
LPTs will be conducted throughout the TVAC tests. Conducting the test before pumping
the chamber to a vacuum and again when vacuum is reached before heating or cooling the
chamber to the desired temperature will verify that the antenna has not incurred any electrical
issues and will also verify that the wiring harness is connected correctly.
Electrical functional tests will be conducted between each sine and random vibration
tests. A CPT will be conducted when vibration tests have concluded, but since the goal of the
vibe tests is not to specifically characterize the deployed antenna, a LPT will suffice for
determining if the antenna experienced an electrical short during a specific vibration profile of
the vibe tests.
3.4.1.2.1 Success Criteria
Complete success is defined as the measured current is greater than 7 A (+/- 1 A). The
antenna fails the test if the current is less than 7 A (+/- 1 A)
3.4.2 Deployed Length and Precision
The measurements we will be recording and comparing must be attributed a precision in
order to confidently compare the results of each functional test and characterize the antenna
performance. Deployment videos and pictures will be recorded for each deployment, see Figure
39 and Figure 40. A single 6U face (panel) of a 12U CubeSat was used to hold the four EDU
QHAs. The geometry of the camera location in relation to the deployed end of the antenna
precludes a precise length measurement using the videos or captured images, see Figure 40.
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However, these media can be used to provide a rough measurement (± 2 mm) identify any
changes in axial geometry deformation, such as leaning or changes in the antenna diameter,
throughout the testing.

Figure 39. TVAC deployment tests recording setup
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Figure 40. EDUs 1 & 2 TVAC deployment recorded by camera in chamber

The deployed antenna length will be measured by visual inspection with a ruler within +/1 millimeter. For the TVAC testing, these measurements will be taken immediately after
deployment and then again after the antenna has been removed from the TVAC chamber as
changes in length occurred while the chamber is venting back up to atmospheric pressure and
ambient temperature.
The Hewlett Packard 6033A Power Supply will be utilized to supply the input voltage
and measure the applied current. LabView software will be used to automate control of the
power supply.
3.4.2 Test Plan Overview
The objective of the space verification tests are to use the EDU antenna units provided by
HCT mounted in a flight-type configuration and subjected to qualification and acceptance tests
that simulate the space environment with a sufficient level of margin to qualify the antenna
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design. The test matrix for the four HCT QHA EDUs is shown in Figure 41 in the order in which
they will be conducted.

Figure 41. Test matrix for the HCT QHA EDUs

The following sections discuss each of the test types in detail. The requirement for why
the test is conducted as well as an overview, success criteria, and detailed description will be
presented.
3.4.2.2 Test Subjects
Four HCT QHA units tested are nearly identical to the flight ready units that will be
flown on a future AFIT CubeSat. Four additional antennas are EDUs intended for environmental
testing and are identical to the flight unit design aside from the use of locking helicoils in the
flight design and non-locking helicoils in the EDUs. The AFIT requirements provided to HCT
dictate that the four flight units must be subjected to ten deployments before launch. The
deployment of the flight units will not be conducted as a part of this thesis.

Figure 42. HCT QHA EDU test subjects
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It is time consuming to deploy and stow the antenna repeatedly for the various tests,
especially in TVAC, when the chamber must reach the desired pressure and temperature.
Therefore, the test sequence made full use of all four EDUs to cover as much of the test matrix as
possible in a three week test campaign.
3.4.3 Ambient Deployment Test
Ambient functional tests are required to establish a baseline for the parameters that will
be measured throughout the environmental tests to characterize the antenna performance CPT
and LPT functional tests will be conducted in the lab environment to baseline deployment length
and current measurements.
The testing will begin with deployment tests of all four EDUs conducted in the lab at
ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure levels in order to characterize the antenna
deployment performance and to familiarize the test operators with the antenna deployment and
stowing procedures. The characterization includes measuring and recording deployment time,
fully deployed height and axial inspection. The environmental tests will conclude with a repeat
of the ambient tests of all four antennas to compare the results to the initial ambient tests.
Another goal of the ambient tests is to confirm the repeatability aspect of the antenna
deployment. The HCT antennas will only be deployed once for their mission, but the antenna
manufacturer is interested in how the SMA antenna elements and hold downs react to being
stowed and deployed many times.
3.4.3.1 Test Setup
The following images depict the lab deployment setup for the vertical ambient
deployments.
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Figure 43. Lab deployment setup

Figure 44. Lab ambient upward deployment
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Figure 45. Lab ambient downward deployment setup

3.4.3.2 Data Collected
The data collected for the lab ambient vertical deployment tests will be standard for all
CPTs to include deployment current and deployed length.
3.4.3.3 Deployment Length Success Criteria
The test will be completely successful if the antenna deploys to a length of at least
283mm. The test will be marginally successful if the antennas deploy to at least 260mm. 3 The
test will be a failure if the antenna fails to fully deploy.
3.4.4 Modal Survey Test
The modal survey consists of Finite Element Models (FEM) and an laser vibrometer
experiment to estimate and compare natural frequencies and mode shapes of the deployed HCT
QHA. Two EDUs will be used for this test. The modal survey test will be conducted before and

3

The 260 minimum deployed length was determined after the conclusion of the environmental testing using the
results from the VSWR measurements.
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after all environmental tests. The purpose of the repeated tests will be to determine if the
environmental tests affected the natural frequencies of the deployed helix structure.
An input force from an impact hammer will be applied to the base of the deployed HCT
antenna and a laser vibrometer will estimate the resulting fundamental frequencies by measuring
the instantaneous velocity by computing a one dimensional frequency shift in the laser beam, see
Figure 46. The laser vibrometer will survey and average measurements from eleven locations on
the deployed antenna. The measurement positions were selected to provide distributed
measurements across the deployed antenna structure to record any potential mode shapes that the
antenna may exhibit in response to the impact hammer excitation. Having data points from
locations across the width and height of the deployed antenna will enable the estimation of 3D
mode shapes of the antenna filars.
These deployed antenna filars have a fixed-free boundary conditions due to the cantilever
setup of the antenna with respect to the fixed base.
A modal survey tests uses a laser vibrometer to measure the natural frequencies and
modes of vibration of an object by applying an input and measuring the response at numerous
locations. The input must be clearly defined in order to correlate it with the response. For the
testing herein, an impact hammer was used to apply a force at the antenna base and the response
was measured at various locations on the filars in the form of velocity measurements facilitated
by using a laser vibrometer. The laser virbometer measures velocities from the Doppler shift of
the reflected laser beam. [57] For this research the Polytec Scanning Vibrometer (PSV) PSV-500
scanning head and PSV 9.1 acquisition software was used to capture the test results. [58]
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The antenna will be fully deployed and reflective tape 4 will be attached to the filars at
eleven locations, see Figure 46. The antenna base will be repeatedly struck in the same location
and the velocities will be measured across the antenna and the natural frequencies below 50 Hz
will be extracted from the time data and the mode shapes will be visualized through animation of
the frequency responses of the eleven locations on the antenna filars.

Figure 46. Laser vibrometer test subject

For this research a FEM was created using material properties, dimensions and boundary
conditions provided by HCT. The Nitinol material properties are presented in Table 4 and the
4

Reflective tape was used to ensure a good signal return of the filar, and not a reflection off the background. This
also aided in providing an adequate size ‘target’ on each filar location
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helix parameters were presented in 2.4.2.2 Filars of this report. The filars are attached to the base
of the antenna through a hinge connection that allows them to rotate as the antenna deploys, see
Figure 47.
Table 4. Nitinol material properties
Parameter
Density (kg/m^3)
Modulus of Elasticity (N/m^3)
Poisson’s Ratio
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (1/ͦC)

Value
6450
75E9
0.3
0

Figure 47. CAD model of HCT QHA base and filars
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3.4.4.1 Test Setup

Figure 48. LASER vibrometer test setup

3.4.4.2 Data Collected
The PSV software computes and displays the magnitude and frequency response of the
antenna. The system surveys all eleven defined locations and collects five measurements at each
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location. The velocity data for each location will be processed using a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to extract the mode shapes and the frequency response of the antenna.
3.4.4.3 Modal Survey Success Criteria
Complete success if modal survey natural frequencies and mode shapes under 50Hz are
recorded and identified. Failure if the test is unable to measure the fundamental frequencies of
the deployed antenna.
3.4.5 TVAC
A TVAC test is required to confirm the HCT antenna can operate in vacuum and extreme
temperatures of a representative space environment. Deployment tests in the TVAC chamber are
required to characterize the HCT antenna deployment performance in this environment, see
Figure 39. The HCT antennas will be subjected to a temperature profile to simulate LEO. The
antenna will be deployed at various points along the thermal profile to characterize the
deployment by measuring deployment height, deployment current and axial geometry.
TVAC testing is intended to subject the antenna to the expected temperature range it will
experience in LEO as well as the microgravity space environment. This temperature and
pressure, or lack thereof, of this environment can cause components on the antenna to behave
differently or to become non-operational and TVAC testing is necessary to expose issues in the
antenna design.
The TVAC tests will follow the NASA GEVS profiles of the minimum, ambient, and
maximum expected temperatures, with a CPT conducted at each position. These tests are
designed to characterize the components functionality at each of the temperature levels of the
profile. The temperature levels are defined by the operational and survivable levels of the
antenna components. -20°C and +50°C are good estimates of the temperatures the interior of the
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CubeSat will reach in LEO in the pre-deployed state. The complete temperature profile is given
in the TVAC test plan in Appendix A.
For both the cold and hot portions of the thermal testing, the chamber will be left at the
set temperature for twelve hours. LPTs will be conducted before and after the dwell. Leaving the
chamber at the desired temperature will allow the HCT EDUs to soak and reach their equilibrium
temperatures. The TVAC chamber reaches its temperatures through conduction and although it
may reach -20°C, the antenna itself will retain heat in its casing and other components. The
casing is made of a non-thermally conductive ULTEM material and therefore will take a long
time for its temperature equilibrate in the TVAC chamber.
3.4.5.1 Test setup
The TVAC test setup is shown in Figure 49. The TVAC houses four HCT QHA EDUs,
two oriented down and two oriented up, a 6U chassis face, two aluminum blocks with tick marks
to measure deployment length, four thermocouples, one on each antenna, and two video cameras,
one to capture the upwards deployments and another to capture the downward deployments,
previously shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 49. TVAC test setup

The solar simulator test was conducted in the TVAC with the addition of a mirror to
reflect the incoming light, see Figure 50.

Figure 50. Solar simulator test setup
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A high vacuum rated DB-25 connector was used to pass the antenna deployment power
wires and thermocouples through the chamber wall. The VISIO diagram in Figure 51 provides a
block diagram of the test layout and the VISIO diagram in Figure 52 depicts the pinouts.
.

Figure 51. TVAC test layout VISO diagram
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Figure 52. TVAC test VISIO diagram

K-type thermocouples will be placed on the HCT EDUs to measure the temperature of
the antenna as the chamber reaches and holds at the desired temperature. The thermocouples will
also record the temperature of the EDU as it deploys the antenna when the input voltage is
applied. For a single ambient temperature TVAC test, thermocouples will be placed on the
antenna filars (see Figure 53), for all other tests thermocouples will be placed on the screw hole
intended for the remove before flight (RBF) cover (see Figure 54). This screw location will
provide a good estimate of the temperature the EDU will reach.
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Thermocouple

Figure 53. Thermocouple placed on antenna filar

Thermocouple

Figure 54. Thermocouple placed on hold down screw hole
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3.4.5.2 Data Collected
Deployment height will be measured in the chamber immediately after deployment and
again outside the chamber after the TVAC test has concluded. The power supply will record the
deployment current. The video cameras will provide a rough estimate of deployment length and
will enable the identification of any deployment issues or deformed deployed geometry.
3.4.5.3 TVAC Success Criteria
Complete success, is defined as the antenna successfully completes a mechanical
functional test at all points along the thermal profile. Marginal success if at least one antenna
along the thermal profile successfully completes a mechanical functional test. Failure if none of
the antennas complete a mechanical functional test.
3.4.6 Random Vibe Test
Vibe tests are required by NASA GEVS to verify the HCT QHA will survive the launch
environment in the stowed configuration by subjecting it to a random vibration profile with a
maximum acceleration of 14.1Grms. [7] Two HCT antennas mounted on a 12U CubeSat chassis
will undergo sine sweep and NASA GEVS random vibration profiles with functional tests
conducted throughout to identify any mechanical or electrical failures.
The random vibration tests include multiple frequency and decibel level profiles intended
to expose any design flaws and induce any failures that a component or satellite might
experience during launch, see Figure 55. The tests are completed in all three axes for each test
article. The first and final tests will be sinusoidal sweeps that provide calibration data and
comparison results for the random vibration test that is conducted between the two sine sweeps.
The sine sweep will identify changes in resonate frequencies of the test structure indicating
structural failures.
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Random vibration is recognized as the most accurate method of simulating dynamic
environments that the test subject will experience in real life operations. In the case of our
CubeSat components this is the launch vehicle. “A random vibration is one whose absolute value
is not predictable at any point in time.” This means the instantaneous amplitude cannot be
calculated as a function of time. However, the root mean square of the is controlled. A sinusoidal
vibration is periodic and the amplitude can be mathematically expressed as a function of time.
Random vibrations excite multiple frequencies at the same time, this can expose the test subject
to resonances of multiple structural components. A sinusoidal vibration can only excite one
frequency at a time, subjecting the test to a singular resonance. [59]
The random vibration profile delivered by the shaker table is input from an acceleration
spectral density (ASD) function that defines the amplitude versus frequency. The ASD function
defines the amplitude as the root mean square of (RMS) of the average acceleration with respect
to Earth’s gravity and is referred to as Grms. [60] The HCT QHAs will be tested to a random
vibration acceleration spectral density (ASD) level of 14.1Grms to satisfy NASA GEVS
qualification testing requirements, Figure 55. The vibration test plan is detailed in Appendix B:
Vibe Test Plan.
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Figure 55. NASA GEVS 7000A Generalized Random Vibration Test Levels [7]
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The amplitude for verification tests are determined by the maximum expected flight level
(MEFL). For most verification tests an additional margin is added to the MEFL to demonstrate
the value of workmanship of the hardware and to ensure it is ready for flight. [50]
Table 5. NASA GEVS MEFLs [7]

The sinusoidal sweep from 20 to 2000 Hz has an amplitude of 0.5g. The frequency range
of the sine sweep is identical to the range that is implemented for the random vibration profile
and is used to acquire frequency response data over the full frequency range. [50] The sine
sweep will be repeated after each of the following random vibration profiles at incremental
amplitudes of +3 dB increments starting at -12 dB. The intent of the repeated sine sweep vibe
test is to compare the frequency plots and to see if there are any changes in the modal response
of the test object which is indicative of a structurally failed component.
The second vibration profile is the random vibration profile. According to NASA-STD7001, random vibration requirements for qualification tests mandate that the test be conducted at
MEFL plus 3 dB. [50] Since these test articles are considered protoflight, they are exposed to
twice the level of expected flight. Each of the vibration profiles will be run for duration of one
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minute. The random vibration profile will be repeated at 3dB increments of the required 14g
level in order to slowly expose the test subjects to the vibration environment and identify failures
that occur before maximum acceleration. The test will begin at -12 dB which is 1/16 of the
GEVS profile. The -12 dB test will be immediately repeated to settle any loose components in
the test subjects. The random vibration test will be repeated at -6 dB (1/4 of full power), -3 dB
(1/2 full power) and 0 dB (full power). The power increments allow identification of failure
points before the full power of the test is achieved minimizing collateral damage if failure
occurs. [61] The test sequence is illustrated in Figure 56.
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Section 6.0
Pre-Test Setup

Perform Electrical
Functional Test
Perform Accelerometer
Verification Test

Section 7.0
Test Series Flow

Section 8.0
Sine-Sweep
Section 9.0
Random Vibe
(-12 dB)
Section 8.0
Sine-Sweep

Perform Electrical Functional Test

Recycle for X, Y, Z Axes

Perform Deployment Test

Section 11.0
Shaker-Table
Shut-Down

Figure 56. Vibe test flow diagram
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As shown in Figure 56, LPT will be completed after each test type to see if an electrical
short was incurred during the previous test. The results of each of these tests will be recorded. A
CPT will be completed after the final sine sweep to measure the deployment length and current.
If either of the antennas fails an LPT the vibe test will be stopped. The type and cause of failure
will be identified and the test will be repeated on another EDU antenna unit.
3.4.6.1 Test setup
The vibe tests will be conducted on HCT antenna EDU units without remove before
flight (RBF) covers attached. The antennas will be mounted on the 12U AFIT CubeSat chassis
that has passed vibration tests. [62] The vibe test must be performed on all three axes of the test
article; however the HCT antenna is symmetrical about its deploying axis. Therefore two
antennas will be mounted into the 6U chassis oriented along all both the X and Y axes of the
CubeSat chassis. In the flight configuration all antennas will be mounted on the same face facing
the +Z direction (nadir).

Figure 57. 12 Chassis and two HCT EDU vibe test configuration
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Utilizing the empty 12U CubeSat chassis will subject the antenna units to a greater
vibrational loading than if they were mounted directly to the shaker table, thus exceeding the
levels of required testing. EDU 3 was placed on the +Y face of the 12U chassis to expose it to
the worst case vibration environment. The frequency response of the 12U chassis will be
imparted to the HCT EDUs. Testing the HCT antennas with the 12U CubeSat chassis will not
invalidate the results of the individual antennas as they will still experience the random vibration
but their frequency response will be coupled with that of the chassis. While an empty 12U
chassis will not reflect the same vibratory response as a fully loaded 12U CubeSat, it represents
how the antennas will interface with the CubeSat faces and also how the chassis will interface
with the CSD. This satisfies the NASA GEVS requirement of a mechanical testing interface that
simulates the launch configuration and when coupled with the 12U chassis will experience a
greater loading than if it was mounted directly to the shaker table.
Accelerometers are placed on the article and are used to measure the frequency response
to the vibrations. Eight accelerometer channels are available, one will be placed as a control on
the vibe table and another will be placed directly on the 12U chassis. The other six
accelerometers will be placed on the HCT EDUs at various locations to measure all three axes,
see Table 6 and Figure 58.
Table 6. Vibe test accelerometer placement
Channel #

Location

1
2
3
4
5
6

Vibe table
Chassis +Y face
Top of Cylinder (+Y) EDU 3
Bottom (-Y) EDU 3
Side of Cylinder (+Y) EDU 1
+Y Side EDU 1

7
8

+X Side EDU 3
+Z Side EDU 3
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Figure 58. Vibe test accelerometer numbering

3.4.6.2 Data collected
The accelerometers will measure the acceleration response of the 12U chassis and two
HCT EDUs in response to the vibe table excitation.
High-speed video will also be recorded throughout the vibe tests. Without high speed
video it is impossible to see the motion of the test article during the vibration test due to the high
frequency and low amplitude, most of which is faster than what the human eye can see.
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Visual inspection will identify any obvious failures as well as the comparison between
initial and post sine sweeps. If there are any broken components then there will be differences in
the frequency response function of the sine sweep data recorded.
The antenna filar elements and hold downs will be visual inspected after the conclusion
of the vibe tests to assess if the tech spray coating on the SMA was chaffed by rubbing on a
surface. If the coating is degraded a short could occur. It is expected that a short will not keep the
antenna from deploying, but it will likely cause the deployment to take longer since the current
will not flow through the entire antenna filar until the antenna extends far enough to eliminate
the short.
3.4.6.3 Random Vibe Success Criteria
Complete success if both antennas pass electrical functional tests after each sine sweep
and pass a CPT after the final vibe test. Marginal success if one or more antennas CPT and LPT
after each sine sweep. Unsuccessful test if none of the antenna units pass mechanical and
electrical functional tests after each test.
3.4.7 RF Characterization Tests
After the conclusion of all environmental and deployment testing, 3D beam patterns will
be simulated and experimentally measured for all four EDUs using the deployed geometry
exhibited by the antennas. In order to completely understand how the geometry of the deployed
antenna affects the RF beam pattern, RF beam pattern testing must be done in an anechoic
chamber in various positions. The Iso-flux beam pattern impacts the geolocation performance so
understanding how the beam pattern is affected by varying antenna deployment geometry is a
necessary future test that will not be conducted as part of the research for this thesis. However,
there is another method to investigate the impact of deployment geometry on the antenna’s
electrical performance, called a Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) measurement.
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3.4.7.1 VSWR Measurement
A VSWR is a simple test that was conducted on a single EDU after the conclusion of the
environmental testing. The VSWR will not characterize the change in beam pattern for different
antenna geometries, but it can identify whether changing the antenna geometry will affect the
power at a set frequency by measuring how closely the source and load impedance are matched.
If the radiated power experiences significant changes due to changing antenna geometry, the RF
performance of the antenna might also change. Unless either the beam pattern or gain are known
it is impossible to perform this analysis. [63]
VSWR is a ratio of the peak amplitude of a standing wave along a transmission line to
the minimum amplitude of a standing wave from some input voltage. An ideal antenna would
have a VSWR of 1.0, which indicates that no power is reflected back into the transmission line
from the antenna. [64]
VSWR measurements will be taken of EDU 1 configured to length, tilt, and twist values
of geometry deformation observed throughout the environmental testing. Superposition of a
combination of length, tilt and twist will not be measured. The VSWR test setup is shown in
Figure 59. The center frequency was set at 1315 Mhz and the bandwidth was set to 100 Mhz.
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Figure 59. VSWR test setup
3.5 Summary
This chapter discussed the testing approach for the HCT QHA in order to verify the
deployable CubeSat antenna will survive launch and to characterize the deployment and potential
impacts on RF performance from poor deployment geometry. Chapter 4 will discuss the results
from these experiments.
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4. Analysis and Results
4.1 Chapter Overview
The results for the various environmental and deployment tests will be presented in the
following sections. Overall, all QHAs successfully passed TVAC and vibe testing. The pre- and
post-testing deployments and modal surveys provided insight into the effect the environmental
testing had on the antenna’s deployment performance. The data from the various deployment
tests permit the prediction of on-orbit deployment performance as well as provide insight into the
concept of operations (CONOPS) for deploying four antennas on a CubeSat mission.
Results for the modal survey, TVAC/solar simulator and vibe tests are presented
followed by a deployment results section which presents the data from all deployment tests
conducted before, during, and after all environmental testing.
4.2 Modal Survey Results
The experimentally measured modal survey will be used to validate the FEM in future
work. The FEA estimated natural frequencies and mode shapes will be compared to those
identified through the laser vibrometer experiment in the following sections.
4.2.1 FEA Results
The beam element FEM was used to estimate the modes for all natural frequencies under
50Hz. The mode shapes were determined through visual inspection of the ANSYS animations.
The plots are a contour of the nodal displacement of the mode shapes. The mode shapes are
defined by the eigenvectors that ANSYS defined to solve the system. The displacement values
are scaled to provide a visual interpretation of the deformation of the mode shape and do not
represent the actual displacement of the antenna when undergoing forced excitation. The first
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bending mode is shown in Figure 60, modes 2-9 are included in Appendix D: FEA Mode Shapes
.

Figure 60. 1st bending mode identified by FEM

The comparison between FEA estimated first five natural frequencies provided by HCT
and those calculated for this research are shown in Figure 61. The HCT FEM approach utilized a
volume mesh and the FEM created for this research utilized beam elements with a line mesh.

Figure 61. Comparison of volume mesh and beam element FEMs
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4.2.2 Laser Vibrometer Experiment Results
A laser vibrometer test was conducted on two of the EDUs before any of the
environmental and deployment testing. The experiments were repeated for the same EDUs after
the conclusion of the environmental testing to identify any changes in the natural frequencies or
mode shapes of the deployed antenna that may be a result of the previous environmental testing.
From the one dimension test, the laser vibrometer experiment identified multiple natural
frequencies under 50 Hz for both EDUs tested. The comparison of the pre- and post-testing
natural frequency results for EDUs 1 and 3 are shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63. The frequency
versus magnitude plots recorded by the laser vibrometer for each test is included in Appendix E:
Laser Vibrometer Measured Frequencies.

Figure 62. EDU 1 Laser vibrometer measured results for pre- and post-environmental
testing
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Figure 63. EDU 3 Laser vibrometer measured results for pre- and post-environmental
testing
4.2.3 Natural Frequency Comparison
Comparing both the FEA results and the measured natural frequencies allows assessment
of which method of FE modeling of the antenna approach works best. Figure 64 shows the
identified modes and their respective frequencies for the pre- and post-environmental testing for
EDUs 1 and 3 as well as the two FEA approaches.
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Figure 64. Natural frequency comparison

The volume mesh FEM provided by HCT provided a better approximation than the beam
element FEM created for this thesis. Both FEMs overestimated the natural frequencies,
especially after modes two and higher. The beam element approach for the AFIT FEM quickly
deviated from the experimentally measured natural frequencies; this indicates that representing
the helical structure using the Beam18 and Beam189 elements does not provide an accurate
estimation of the antenna’s frequency response. Tuning the FEM to match the experimentally
measured natural frequencies is a recommendation for future work.
The FEA and the Polytec laser vibrometer software identified different natural
frequencies; this makes it difficult to compare the mode shapes at each frequency. The flexible
antenna exhibited primarily bending and torsion modes below 50 Hz. The FEA results identified
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several extension and breathing modes but these were not identified from the laser vibrometer
experiments.
Additional research and testing is required to create a tuned FEM and to collect laser
vibrometer data in more than one dimension to enable an accurate comparison of the natural
frequencies and mode shapes. Higher fidelity results can identify whether the natural frequencies
of the HCT QHA are affected by the extreme temperature, pressure and vibration environments
the antennas were subjected to during environmental testing. Additionally, the damping rate of
the deployed antenna should be measured to aide ADCS requirements and CONOPS.
4.3 TVAC Test Results
The temperature profiles of the thermocouples on the QHA recorded the equilibrium
temperatures and temperature change during deployment. Length and current data from the
deployment tests performed while the antennas were in the TVAC chamber will be presented
later in this chapter.

4.3.1 Filar Deployment Temperatures
In order to record the temperature of the antenna filars during deployment, two EDUs
were deployed in both atmospheric and vacuum pressures with thermocouples attached to the
filar element at the top cross-brace and the RBF cover screw hole. The thermocouple data from
these deployments are shown in Figure 65, Figure 66 and Figure 67.
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Figure 65. Deployment temperature profiles of thermocouples on the RBF screw hole and
filars of EDUs 2 and 4 collected at ambient pressure

Figure 66. Deployment temperature profiles of thermocouples on the RBF screw hole and
filars of EDUs 2 and 4 collected at vacuum
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The maximum temperatures reached for each thermocouple and the average rate to reach
this maximum are in Table 7. The difference in temperature for the screw hole thermocouples for
each antenna is likely due to the single point calibration of the four thermocouples conducted at
ambient temperature. At the extreme temperatures the variation is acceptable for this testing to
assess the survivability of the HCT QHAs.
Table 7. Thermocouple deployment temperatures
EDU
2
4
2
4

Pressure
Ambient
Ambient
Vacuum
Vacuum

Maximum Filar Temp (°C)
51.0
52.2
71.6
74.6

Max Screw Hole Temp (°C)
26.1
30.4
29.6
32.4

Average Rate (°/S)
0.27
0.22
0.24
0.16

Comparing both the atmospheric and vacuum pressure environment deployments
demonstrates the difference in temperature that the filars reach. Figure 67 depicts only the data
from the thermocouples on the antenna filars for both the atmospheric and vacuum deployments.

Figure 67. Comparison of ambient and vacuum deployment thermocouple data
(thermocouples on fialrs)
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4.3.2 Equilibrium Temperatures
The test plan included antenna deployments at ambient (25°C), cold (-20°C) and hot
(50°C) temperatures at a near vacuum to simulate LEO orbit thermal conditions. The chambers
were set for these temperatures and allowed to sit overnight (~16 hours) to measure the
equilibrium temperature reached by the antennas. The temperature data in Figure 68 and Figure
69 are only from thermocouples attached to the RBF cover screw hole for each of the four EDUs.
The differences in temperatures between the four EDUs are likely due to single point
thermocouple calibration and proximity to the chamber shroud and plate.

Figure 68. Cold (-20°C) TVAC profile thermocouple temperatures at RBF screw hole for
all four EDUs
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Figure 69. Hot TVAC profile thermocouple temperatures at RBF screw hole

Table 8 lists the minimum temperatures reached during the cold set and the maximum
temperatures reached during the hot set. For the cold test, the variations in the equilibrium
temperature reached by the EDUs were likely caused by the orientation and proximity to the
chamber plate and shroud. The oscillating temperatures exhibited during the hot test are a result
of the TVAC chamber itself oscillating to maintain the set temperature, see Figure 69.
Table 8. TVAC equilibrium temperatures recorded at RBF screw hole
EDU
1
2
3
4

Orientation
Up
Up
Down
Down

Min Temp Reached (°C)
-11.5
-11.7
-8.1
-9.6

Max Temp Reached (°C)
51.2
51.1
49.8
51.1

It took approximately 11 hours to reach the cold equilibrium temperature and
approximately 5 hours to reach the hot equilibrium temperature. The rates for the near linear
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region each temperature profile was -.00386 degrees/second for the cold profile and .00701
degrees/second for the hot profile. The equilibrium temperature reached by the antennas will
change when they are incased in a complete CubeSat with heat being generated by other
components within the spacecraft.

4.3.4 TVAC Deployment Temperatures
Figure 70-Figure 72 depict the temperature reached by the thermocouple placed on the
RBF cover screw hole during deployment at the various thermal profiles while at vacuum
pressure (2-3 Torr).

Figure 70. Ambient (25°C) temperature deployment temperatures recorded by
thermocouples at RBF screw hole
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Figure 71. Cold (-20 °C) deployment temperatures recorded at RBF screw hole

Figure 72. Hot (50 °C) deployment temperatures recorded at RBF screw hole
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The increase in temperature measured by the thermocouples on the RBF screw holes due
to the antenna deployments are listed in Table 9.
Table 9. TVAC deployment temperature increases recorded at RBF screw hole
EDU
1
2
3
4

Ambient Deployment
Temp Increase (°C)
4.5
5.5
6.9
7.1

Cold Deployment
Temp Increase (°C)
6.4
6.3
6.7
4.1

Hot Deployment Temp
Increase (°C)
3.6
3.8
4.2
3.7

The temperature increase experienced by the filars is much greater than the temperature
difference recorded at the RBF screw hole. The deployment temperature variations between the
four EDUs was less significant for the thermocouples placed on the filar (≤4%) than for the
thermocouples placed on the RBF screw hole (≤48%). The thermocouples placed at RBF screw
hole provide a good estimation of the equilibrium temperature of the antenna unit as a whole but
they do not provide a good estimation of the temperature the filars must reach to fully deploy.
Attaching a thermocouple to the top of the antenna impedes deployment performance and is not
a feasible solution for on orbit deployment thermal analysis. Additional research should be
conducted to see if it is possible to disassemble the HCT QHA and place a thermocouple on the
filar near at the base of the helix.
4.3.5 Solar Simulator
The solar simulator test was conducted in the TVAC chamber after the vibe test. The
previous TVAC tests used the chamber plate and shroud to control the temperature. The solar
simulator tests relied only on the heat from the solar simulator to affect the temperature of the
TVAC chamber. The solar simulator emits light at a measured intensity of 1365 W/m2. The
chamber was pumped down to a vacuum of 2-3 Torr and the plate and shroud were set for 25°C.
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The solar simulator was turned on and left on overnight. The thermocouples attached to the RBF
cover screw hole measured the data shown in Figure 73.

Solar Simulator Overnight Thermocouple Data
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Figure 73. Solar simulator thermocouple temperatures at RBF screw holes

The EDUs reached an average equilibrium temperature after about 15 hours. EDUs 1 and
2 reached an equilibrium of 80°C, EDU 3 72°C, and EDU 4 90°C. The variation in temperature
is likely due to the proximity to the mirror reflecting the solar illumination and due to the
proximity to the chamber shroud.
The high chamber temperature caused the SMA filars and hold downs to change state and
deploy without any applied voltage. EDU 3 was deployed before the solar simulator turned on to
observe any affects the solar simulator had on a deployed antenna. EDU 2 was the first to deploy
without any input voltage see Figure 74. EDUs 1 and 4 followed suit shortly after, see Figure 75.
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Figure 74. EDU 2 solar simulator premature deployment

Figure 75. Solar simulator premature deployment, all EDUs

Table 10 shows when each EDU began to deploy (recorded from when the solar
simulator was turned on) and when the antenna reached its fully deployed geometry (recorded
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from when the antenna began to deploy). The temperatures recorded by the thermocouples at the
RBF cover screw hole were also recorded. The temperature of the filars and hold downs were
much higher than the measured temperature by the thermocouples, as previously discussed in
section 4.3.1. The nitinol filars and hold downs are expected to change state when the elements
reach 80°C. The temperature of these components were not recorded and additional thermal
testing and analysis is required to assess whether this temperature was reached or if the strain
energy of the stowed helix caused the antennas to deploy before 80°C.
Table 10. Solar simulator premature deployment timeline

EDU
1
2
4

Time to start
deployment
(min)
50
20
48

Time from beginning
of deployment to
fully deployed (min)
45
60
42

EDU temp at beginning
of deployment (°C)
52
38
54

EDU temp at end of
deployment (°C)
63
58
66

The TVAC tests provided valuable temperature data that reveal the equilibrium and
deployment temperatures of the antennas. Learning that the antennas will deploy without an
input voltage is critical information will help define CONOPS for the orbit checkout phase and
will identify the optimal orientation and location in orbit to deploy the four QHAs. The pressure
and thermal effects on deployment will be presented later in this chapter.
4.4 Vibration Test Results
Two HCT QHA EDUs were subjected to sine and random vibrations according to the
NASA GEVS profiles. The antennas exhibited only a slight difference in natural frequencies
throughout the vibration testing and this is likely due to shifting of the loose stowed antenna
elements. The natural frequencies of the combined 12U chassis and two EDUs will be presented
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in this section as well as any issues with the EDUs identified by the functional tests or by visual
inspection.
4.4.1 Natural Frequencies
The first identified natural frequencies are shown in Table 11.
Table 11. Vibe test first natural frequency results
Test
-12 dB (initial)
-12 dB (repeat)
-6 dB
-3 dB
0 dB

HCT Vibe Test First
Mode (Hz)
389
389
387
387
382.5

The first mode of the empty 12U chassis measured by Capt Miller [62] was a bending
mode about the X-axis at 363.2 Hz at 0dB. The addition of the two HCT QHA EDUs shifted the
first identified natural frequency to 382.5Hz. The added mass and stiffness of the two EDUs
caused the first natural frequency of the 12U chassis to increase. The identified natural
frequencies of the 12U chassis and two HCT antennas do not reflect the natural frequencies of a
complete 12U CubeSat. The addition of other subsystems and components will change the
frequency response of the satellite. Therefore, comparing the frequencies identified by these
experiments to the frequencies allowed by the launch provider, or in this case NASA GEVS, is
unnecessary since it does not reflect the final vibratory response of the CubeSat. However,
identifying the lowest natural frequency during each sine sweep test and comparing them to the
other tests can provide valuable information regarding the structural integrity of the test subjects
by identifying any frequency shifts.
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The results for channel three, EDU 3 +Y, accelerometer response for the sine sweep after
each incremental random vibration profile is shown in Figure 76. The results for all of the other
accelerometer channels are presented in Appendix F: Vibe Test Accelerometer Data.

Figure 76. Channel 3 accelerometer data for all vibe tests

The natural frequencies identified during each sine sweep after the previous random
vibration profile exhibited a 1.7% difference between the -12dB and 0dB acceleration
increments. The small shifts in the first natural frequency indicates that the HCT EDUs did not
experience any changes in the structural integrity of the antenna units. The small change in
frequency may be a result of wiring harnesses repositioning or it may have been caused by small
shifts in the antenna hold downs. The hold downs did not release during the testing but high
speed video of the tests revealed that the hold downs did experience some oscillatory motion.
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The movement of the hold downs may have changed the physical position of the stowed filars
and thus the frequency response.
4.4.2 Structural Integrity Results
Both EDUs passed the electrical functional tests conducted throughout the vibe
experiments and successfully deployed after the final 0dB test. The deployment results will be
discussed in the following section.
The antennas did experience an issue with the Silicone coatings on the hold downs. The
high speed video revealed that the hold downs oscillated and this motion caused the hold downs
to rub on the filars and on the edge of the channel in composite casing designed for the hold
downs to fold down into. This caused the coating on the hold downs to fray, on several of the
hold downs the coating was completely rubbed through and the wire was visible. On some of the
hold downs the coating was degraded but not worn all the way through to the wire. The red
circles on Figure 77 through Figure 80 highlight several examples of the coating degradation and
the blue circle indicates the channel in the composite casing on which the filars rubbed resulting
in the coating being chaffed.
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Figure 77. HCT antenna hold down wear

Figure 78. HCT antenna hold down degradation
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Figure 79. HCT antenna hold down coating degradation

The hold downs also rubbed on the top of the stowed antenna helix. Some of the coatings
on the antenna filar wires exhibited degradation. The green circle in Figure 80 identifies this
issue.

Figure 80. HCT antenna filar wear
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The primary concern with the rubbing causing the hold down coating to degrade is the
possibility of an electrical short occurring do to the exposed wiring contact. Degrading the filar
coating will not affect RF performance but could induce a short during deployment. A short
would not inhibit the antenna from deploying due to the single circuit design of the antenna but it
may affect how the current flows through the circuit ultimately affecting the deployment rate or
time required for the antenna to deploy.
4.5 Deployment Test Results
For each mechanical functional test two things were measured; the deployed length and
the current supplied to the antenna circuit by the power supply.
4.5.1 Deployment Lengths
The deployment lengths for each HCT QHA EDU for the various tests are compared in
Figure 81 and are presented in the sequence in which they occurred. The EDU vertical
orientation for each test is documented, recall that for the TVAC tests EDUs 1 and 2 were
oriented to deploy upwards and EDUS 3 and 4 deployed downwards.
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Figure 81. Deployment length results for all tests

The average deployed length for all EDUs was 261.5 mm +/- 30.6 mm (3σ). The
variations in length are due the deployment environment and the time the length measurement
was recorded. The pre- and post-environmental ambient lab tests indicate that the deployment
length decreased after the environmental testing. This trend could be a result of the exposure to
the temperature and thermal environments they were subjected to or it could be a result of
repeated stowing and deploying. Length variation due to the deployment environment was
expected and characterizing this behavior was one of the primary goals of this research.
For the TVAC tests the antenna length was measured in the chamber immediately after
deployment and then again outside the chamber at ambient pressure and temperature. The
antennas oriented upwards experienced a reduction in length after the chamber was pumped up
from the vacuum and the antennas oriented downward experienced an increase in length. Table
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12 lists the differences in length experienced by each EDU for the measurements taken inside the
chamber at vacuum and temperature and those taken outside the chamber.
Table 12. Difference in antenna length for TVAC length measurements
Test
TVAC - Ambient
TVAC - Cold
TVAC - Hot

EDU 1 (mm)
-21
-25
-22

EDU 2 (mm)
-18
-41
-30

EDU 3 (mm)
40
41
38

EDU 4 (mm)
6
22
9

As the chamber was pumped back to atmospheric pressure and temperature, the geometry
of the upwards oriented antennas changed, see Figure 82, taken immediately after EDU 2’s
deployment, and Figure 83, taken 50 minutes after deployment. In space, gravity will not cause
the antenna length to vary after deployment so the TVAC antenna deployments do not accurately
predict the deployed length in space but using the length data from all of the deployment tests
provide a good estimation of the expected length.

Figure 82. EDUs 1 and 2 cold TVAC deployment, chamber at vacuum
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Figure 83. EDUs 1 and 2 cold TVAC deployment, chamber nearing atmospheric pressure

4.5.2 Deployment Current
Continuously measuring the current as the antenna deploys provides several key pieces of
information on the antenna deployment. Since the voltage is held constant, it allows you to
determine the amount of power required to deploy the antenna. Analyzing the rate at which the
current changes indicates when the antenna has reached its final deployed position. When the
change in current with time, or the slope, reaches zero then the resistance in the antenna elements
is constant and the antenna elements are no longer changing state or shape.
The SMA filars have a resistance that changes as the Nitinol changes from the martensitic
phase (32 micro-ohms*in) to the austenite phase (39 micro-ohms*in). [65] Therefore, the current
through the QHA innately changes as the antenna deploys and under different test conditions.
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For each deployment test the current was plotted against time and are shown in Figure
84-Figure 87. The overall duration of each individual test was not identical, as shown on the Xaxis. The input power was turned off by the test operator when visual inspection assessed the
antenna had reached its fully deployed length and orientation. Therefore, when analyzing the
following graphs the magnitude and the slope of the current should be analyzed rather than the
duration of the test. Additional graphs that separate the pre- and post-environmental lab
deployments from the environmental deployment currents are included in Appendix G:
Deployment Currents.

Figure 84. EDU 1 deployment currents for all tests
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Figure 85. EDU 2 deployment currents for all tests

Figure 86. EDU 3 deployment currents for all tests
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Figure 87. EDU 4 deployment currents for all tests

EDU 3 exhibited unique behavior for all three deployment tests conducted after the vibe
test. EDU 1, the other unit to undergo vibe testing, did not exhibit this behavior. The sporadic
current variations that occurred within the first 15 seconds indicate that an anomaly occurred
somewhere on the antenna circuit to alter and increase the resistance. An electrical short is likely
not the cause as it would cause the resistance to decrease, thus increasing the current. This may
be a result of altered contact at the hinge connection between the filars and the base that was a
result of the vibe tests. Additional analysis is recommended to identify the cause of the current
anomalies exhibited by EDU 3.
A typical deployment current spiked up to a maximum value when the power was applied
and then gradually decreased as the antenna extended. The magnitude of the initial spike varied
by EDU and by test. The following tables present the current spike measured by the power
supply for each EDU. EDUs 1 and 2 were oriented upwards during all TVAC tests and EDUs 3
and 4 deployed downwards for those tests.
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Table 13. Maximum deployment max current for all EDUs
Maximum Current (A)

Test
TVAC Cold
TVAC Hot
TVAC Ambient
Post Vibe (Up)
Solar Simulator (Up)
Pre-Testing (Down)
Pre-Testing (Up)
Post-Testing (Down)
Post-Testing (Up)
Average

EDU 1
6.65
5.91
6.17
6.68
5.58
6.68
6.65
6.89
6.78
6.44±1.4 (3σ)

EDU 2
6.7
5.98
6.22
5.83
6.77
6.87
6.99
6.86
6.53±1.4 (3σ)

EDU 3
6.95
6.22
6.5
6.08
5.82
6.75
6.86
6.29
6.35
6.42±1.1 (3σ)

EDU 4
6.47
5.87
6.15
5.66
6.63
6.56
6.6
6.29
6.28±1.1 (3σ)

Consistently, the atmospheric lab deployment tests experienced a larger current spike
than the tests in the TVAC chamber. Of the three TVAC deployments, the cold test experienced
the largest current spike. The downward deployments exhibited a greater current spike than the
upward deployments.
After the initial spike and decay, the current leveled out as the slope approached zero,
indicating the antenna was done extending. Another method to analyze the deployment current is
to calculate the change in current, or rate, for each time step measurement. By examining the last
ten current measurements recorded by the power supply before the test operator terminated the
input voltage (after visually identifying the antenna as fully deployed), a running average can be
calculated to determine the current rate that corresponds to a fully deployed antenna for each
EDU in the various environments. This information, along with the time at which the voltage
was terminated, is included in Table 14.
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Table 14. Fully deployed current rates and time

Test
Pre-testing, Up
Pre-testing, Down
TVAC, Ambient
TVAC, Cold
TVAC, Hot
Post Vibe
Solar Simulator
Post-testing, Up
Post-testing, Down

Current Rate at termination
(Amps/Second)
EDU 1
EDU 2
EDU 3
EDU 4
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.025
0.024
0.022
0.022
0.023
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.023
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.025
0.024
0.021
0.022
0.022
0.021
0.025
0.025
0.024
0.024
0.025
0.025
0.024
0.024

Time of Termination (seconds)
EDU 1
EDU 2
EDU 3
EDU 4
105
94
90
111
120
118
90
120
91
109
118
111
109
110
110
110
91
90
90
90
91
90
60
60
60
60
91
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

The average current rate at termination 0.023 ± .004 (3σ) Amps/second. The deployment
current rate data establishes a maximum current rate of .025 Amps/second that ground operators
can use as a criteria to ensure the antenna is fully deployed when on orbit.
4.6 VSWR Results
The VSWR experiment recorded the VSWR for various changes in deployed antenna
geometry. Figure 88 depicts an example VSWR measurement from the spectrum analyzer.
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Figure 88. Example VSWR measurement

The results are presented in the following tables.
Table 15. VSWR variations with antenna length
Length (mm)
250
260
270
280
283
290

VSWR
1.37
1.54
1.48
1.51
1.52
1.34

Table 16. VSWR variations with antenna lean about X/Y-axis
Lean (degrees)
0
5
10
20
30Depl
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VSWR
1.39
1.40
1.42
1.53
1.55

Table 17. VSWR variations with antenna twist about Z-axis
Twist (degrees)
0
10
20
30
45
90

VSWR
1.34
1.33
1.34
1.31
1.30
1.24

The VSWR test results indicated that if the deployed length was between 260mm and the
designed 283mm length, the VSWR difference was within 4%. If the length was less than
260mm or greater than 283mm the VSWR decreased significantly.
Deviation from axial straightness was only exhibited in upwards deployment tests after
time, this can be attributed to gravity and thus should not be an issue in space. The VSWR
remained within 2.1% if the deviation was less than 10°.
The “twist” about the Z-axis was not recorded during the deployment tests. The VSWR
measurements revealed that the ratio is not significantly affected by rotation of the deployed
antenna about the Z-axis and remained within 3% under a ±45⁰ rotation.

4.7 Summary
The current and length results from the various tests indicated that the HCT QHA EDUs
deploy differently in different environments. The total average of all four EDUS was 261.3 mm.
HCT designed the antenna to deploy to a specific length in ambient temperature, pressure and
gravity, the tests conducted for this research indicated that the antenna will not deploy to this
length in the space environment. A more detailed discussion of the implications of the testing
results will be discussed in the following chapter.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Chapter Overview
The experiments conducted for this thesis research provided a testing approach for SMA
deployable CubeSat antennas to verify that the antenna will survive launch and deploy and
operate successfully on orbit. The research identified a testing sequence that incorporated the
deployment testing into traditional environmental space qualification testing. The results from
the testing can be used to assess and characterize on orbit antenna deployment. The testing
sequence developed decreased the amount of time required to conduct all of the testing by using
multiple test subjects simultaneously.
The testing approach was applied to four HCT QHAa which successfully passed all
environmental and deployment experiments. The testing did reveal some design issues with the
antenna, primarily the premature deployment during the solar simulator test and the degraded
hold down wire coating during the vibe test. A premature deployment that occurs in orbit when
the nadir face of the spacecraft is pointed towards the sun does not constitute a mission failure.
However, if the hold downs failed to retain the stowed antennas during launch, mechanical issues
could occur if the antenna deployed in the CSD that could affect the deployed antenna or prevent
the CSD from ejecting the CubeSat correctly.
Redesigning the hold downs and their coating to provide a greater resistance when in a
high temperature environment and using a different wire coating would deny the antenna from
deploying prematurely and would reduce the possibility of an electrical short or other
deployment anomalies when subjected to prolonged vibrations. This chapter will discuss the
conclusions from each test and will discuss recommendations for future research.
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5.2 Testing Conclusions
The testing conducted for this thesis provided deployment characterization data that can
be used to plan CONOPS for the future AFIT CubeSat missions. Conclusions and assessments
on the HCT QHA’s performance for each of the environmental tests are presented in the
following sections.
5.2.1 Modal Survey Conclusions
Performing laser vibrometer experiments to identify the natural frequencies and some of
the mode shapes of the deployed antenna is critical in understanding the vibration behavior of the
deployed antenna and also allowing one to tune a FEM. This was the only test that exclusively
analyzed the deployed antenna and the data collected will help drive ADCS
requirements/constraints and mission CONOPS related to slew rates.
The laser vibrometer modal surveys before and after the environmental testing showed
the first fundamental frequency was not affected by the environmental testing. Both tests
identified the first mode at 5 Hz. For all four tests, both EDUs exhibited a torsion mode at
approximately 21 Hz. For EDU 1, the post-testing measurements exhibited a 2.2% increase over
the pre-environmental testing modal survey. For EDU 3 a 10% increase was observed when
comparing the post and pre-environmental testing modal surveys. The only other mode identified
by both EDUs in all four tests was a bending mode at approximately 30 Hz. EDU 1 exhibited a
9% increase and EDU 3 a 6.8% increase when comparing the post-environmental modal survey
results to the pre-environmental testing modal survey. The shift in natural frequencies identified
by the post-environmental testing modal survey may be due to changes in the antenna element
material properties dude to the environmental testing or it could just be a results of different
behavior of the antenna elements due to inconsistent stowing conditions, such as time remained
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stowed or the arrangement of the stowed antenna filars. Additional laser vibrometer testing with
varying configurations is recommended to increase coherence between identified modes.
The volume mesh FEM provided a more accurate estimate of the first five natural
frequencies than the beam element FEM. This could be a result of not modeling the top cross
brace in the FEM, or the use of (straight) beam elements to model helical geometry.
The QHA is a complex and flexible structure and a FEM with perfect symmetry and
uniform material properties does not provide an accurate representation of the actual antenna
behavior. The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the deployed antenna can be affected by
the deployment geometry and rigidity of the SMA elements. The deployment tests demonstrated
that the deployments are not consistent, and that the deployment lengths and deployment currents
post-testing were not identical to the lab deployments pre-testing. The stowing method and
duration of remaining stowed could impact the deployed antenna mechanical characteristics thus
affecting the natural frequencies and mode shapes. Other difficulties in establishing boundary
conditions and proper impact excitation limited the repeatability of the results. Both FEA
approaches could be tuned to match the experimentally measured natural frequencies and mode
shapes.
5.2.2 TVAC Conclusions
The TVAC temperature profiles and solar simulator provided confirmation that the
antennas will deploy in a vacuum and in (-20°C to 50°C) thermal environments. The deployment
videos and current data enabled characterization of the antenna deployments. All deployments
completed within 120 seconds, with the majority of deployments concluding within 90 seconds.
The average TVAC deployment length for the upward and downward oriented EDUs is 261.5
mm ± 10.2 mm (3σ). The deployment axial geometry for the various TVAC deployments did not
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exhibit any behavior that was different from the baseline deployments outside of the TVAC
chamber.
Measuring the temperature of the antenna filars and antenna screw hole during
deployment provided valuable thermal information that will assist design of the satellite’s
thermal subsystem. Analyzing the temperature of the antenna filars during deployment identified
that there is a significant difference in temperature reached by the SMA antenna elements in a
vacuum versus atmospheric pressure and also demonstrated that the temperature of the filars
during deployment exceeds that of the RBF screw hole.
Allowing the antennas to soak at both the cold and hot temperatures revealed the
equilibrium temperatures reached when subjected to representative space pressure and thermal
environments. The equilibrium temperature of the antennas did not reach the -20°C of the
chamber during the cold cycle but they did reach the 50°C during the hot cycle. During the solar
simulator test the antennas did reach their hot equilibrium temperature at 72°C for EDU 3, 80°C
for EDUs 1 and 2, and 90 degrees for EDU 4. The difference in temperatures reached is likely
due to their proximity to the mirror and chamber shroud. This thermal analysis identifies the
equilibrium temperature of the HCT QHAs and demonstrates that the unit’s minimum
temperature is ~15°C and their maximum equilibrium temperature reaches that of their
environment.
All four EDUs consistently deployed with the least amount of power required during the
hot TVAC cycle. During the solar simulator test the antennas reached the temperature that
enabled them to deploy without any input power within an hour. The solar simulator was an
excessive test as the nadir face of the satellite will not likely be pointing towards the sun for an
extended period of time (for the current CubeSat design see Figure 2). Additional thermal testing
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and analysis is necessary to identify the temperatures the filars and hold downs must reach
before they begin to change state and the antenna deploys.
This deployment thermal information will assist deployment CONOPS for future AFIT
missions to identify the satellite’s position and orientation that will minimize the risk to deploy
the HCT antennas.
5.2.3 Random Vibe Test Conclusions
The random vibe tests verified that the stowed protoflight HCT antennas will survive
launch. The consistent sine sweep frequency responses throughout the incremental vibration
profiles and pre- and post-testing visual inspections indicated that the antennas internal
components did not break or experience significant movement. The successful electrical and
deployment functional tests demonstrated that the antenna maintained the ability to successfully
deploy after being subjected to vibration (launch).
5.2.4 VSWR Conclusions
The VSWR measurements conducted on the deployed EDU 1 demonstrated that the
antenna does experience up to 4% change in reflected voltage ratio if physically manipulated
within the range of expected deployment geometries. The primary deployed geometry difference
exhibited during the environmental deployments was a variation in length. Additional testing is
required to qualify the change in VSWR and understand the impact on gain and beam pattern of
the antenna. The <4% VSWR variation means the radiated or received power should also have a
small variation. The antenna beam pattern however must also be considered as the geometry is
deformed. VSWR cannot be directly related to beam pattern or gain without additional testing.
Beam pattern testing of an antenna with deformed deployed geometry was not done as a part of
this thesis but is recommended for future research.
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5.2.5 HCT QHA Performance Conclusions
The HCT QHA is a robust design that successfully survived all environmental tests and
deployed correctly every time the power was applied far exceeding the required 90 percent
deployment success rate. HCT conducted RF characterization tests of all four EDUs and
confirmed that they operated correctly and produced an expected beam pattern. This data is
available from HCT. The lowest natural frequency of greater than 10Hz of the deployed antenna
was not successfully achieved. The deployed length requirement was adjusted to 283mm by
HCT, this objective was not met for the majority of the deployment tests.
The hold downs struggled to retain the antenna filars after repeated stowing and
deployments. The antenna did deploy prematurely in the solar simulator, due to high ante4nna
temperatures that exceeded those that retain the antenna filars and hold downs in their stowed
state. A single bending axis for the hold downs did not provide enough strength to prevent the
stowed filars from releasing. The hold downs had to be bent over and forcibly pushed back
against themselves to create a stronger bend in the hold down wires. In addition to the structural
integrity of the hold downs, the Silicone coating was degraded during the vibe test resulting
several current anomalies in post-vibe deployments. In order to ensure the antenna does not
deploy prematurely and to prevent electrical shorts the hold downs should be redesigned.
Increasing the diameter of the hold down wires would increase the resistance and overall strength
of the wires and would provide greater assurance that they will prevent the antenna filars from
releasing until the input power is applied.
The deployed length varied in regards to the deployment tests. This varied between EDUs
and by test. This research identified consistent trends in regards to deployment environment and
orientation but did not identify any trends between the four EDUS. The VSWR measurements
identified that changing the deployed length does affect the antenna waveform centered at 1.315
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Ghz so additional research is suggested to study why the antennas deploy to varying lengths and
analysis should be conducted to understand the relationship between the deployed geometry and
the RF beam pattern.
5.3 Conclusions of Research
The testing approach adequately verified the space readiness of the antenna while
characterizing the deployment. NASA GEVS requirements were satisfied by the TVAC and
random vibe tests but traditional tests do not satisfy the deployment characterization
requirements. Including deployment tests throughout provided information on the effect of each
test environment on the HCT antenna’s deployment performance.
The effect of gravity affects testing for deployable space structures. The HCT QHA SMA
deployment approach did not require additional test equipment to conduct deployment tests. For
the experiments conducted for this thesis, the average of upward and downward deployments
was deemed sufficient to assess the deployment performance in the LEO microgravity
environment. For more mechanical deployable structures, counter balance tests might be
necessary to better simulate deployment performance in microgravity.
The current HCT QHA design passed all space qualification testing but two issues were
exposed that encourage a redesign of the hold downs. The premature solar simulator deployment
and the coating degradation caused by the vibe test could both potentially be fixed by increasing
the strength of the hold down wires and improving the durability of the wire coating.
The variation of deployed length exhibited by all four EDUs through the various
deployment tests should be used for future RF testing to understand the impact of inconsistent
deployed antenna geometry on the beam pattern and ability to conduct AOA geolocation.
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5.4 Significance of Research
Various testing results obtained through the testing for this research will aid development
of subsystem requirements and CONOPS for a CubeSat utilizing the HCT QHA. Correlating the
measured current deployment data and the visually measured deployment geometry will help to
characterize antenna deployment while on orbit. Identifying the natural frequencies will help
define ADCS slew rates and jitter requirements.
The test plan utilized for this is research only appropriate for SMA type deployable
antennas. Other deployable CubeSat antenna types such as folding-rib parabolic dishes or
segmented helix structures will require additional testing to verify their articulating deployment
mechanisms. The gravity effect on the HCT QHAs was accounted for by deploying the antennas
in multiple orientations. Other deployable antenna methods and mechanisms may require
additional testing, such as counter-balance, to account for the effect of gravity on deployment
performance.
5.5 Recommendations for Action
The test plans developed herein should be implemented for AFIT’s flight versions of the
HCT QHA to verify performance. A similar testing approach should also be implemented for
future CubeSat deployable antennas to optimize the testing by combining the required space
qualification testing with the deployment characterization testing.
The testing results divulged several recommendations for defining the CONOPS for
antenna deployment and station keeping maneuvers. The nadir face of the satellite should not be
oriented towards the sun until it is time for the antennas to deploy. The antennas should be
deployed while pointed at the sun to provide the greatest likelihood of successful deployment.
The constant 8.4 V should be applied for 120 seconds to ensure complete deployment. The
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CubeSat should now slew at a frequency greater than 5 Hz to avoid exciting the natural
frequencies of the antenna.
Measuring the current rate at termination provides the best indication of complete
deployment. Using thermocouples to measuring the antenna filar temperature during deployment
does not provide an accurate indicator of the SMA state change.
The HCT QHA hold downs should be redesigned to ensure the antennas do not deploy
prematurely and to avoid electrical shorts. The antenna units with redesigned hold downs should
undergo solar simulator and vibration testing to verify their performance.
5.6 Recommendations for Future Research
The variations in lengths, identified through the deployment experiments, should be
utilized in experiments and simulations that analyze the effect on RF performance. The best and
worst case scenarios identified by the experiments, or the shortest and longest deployments,
should be utilized for this analysis.
Repeat the laser vibrometer modal survey multiple times and from varying angles,
stowing and deploying the antenna between each time, to analyze whether the shift in natural
frequencies identified during the post-environmental testing modal survey was caused by the
environmental testing or by variations in the antenna frequency response dude due to
inconsistent stowing conditions. The FEM should be tuned to correlate with the experimentally
measured data, most likely done using a volume mesh similar to the FEM created by HCT.
Understanding the damping ratio of the deployed HCT antenna would aide ADCS
requirements and CONOPS. This can be experimentally measured and would provide additional
vibration analysis to supplement the natural frequencies and mode shapes identified by this
research.
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The issue with the hold down coating wearing through when exposed to extensive
vibrations could be resolved by using a thicker or different coating on the hold downs or by
rounding the edges of the channels. Additional research and testing is recommended to resolve
this issue.
If the deployed axial length of the antennas in space is required research should be
conducted to find a space-qualified accurate solution to measure the deployed antenna lengths.
Possible methods include a witness camera to enable visual approximations or an RF or
ultrasound measurement. If each antenna’s RF performance is characterized pre-flight to varying
geometry then link analysis could correlate to the known RF performance of an antenna of a
given length.
Since not all spacecraft operate an electrical power system at 8.4 V, additional research
testing should be conducted to understand if the HCT QHA can operate at other voltage levels
and to characterize the deployment duration at varying power levels.
5.7 Summary
Extensive testing is required to verify and characterize the deployment of a deployable
CubeSat antenna. The results of these experiments should be compared to the acceptable
deployment geometry and vibration parameters before incorporated on a CubeSat and launched
to space.
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Appendix A: TVAC Test Plan
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Appendix B: Vibe Test Plan
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Appendix C: Functional Test Plan
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Appendix D: FEA Mode Shapes

Figure 89. FEA identified 1st mode: 1st bending mode

Figure 90. FEA identified 2nd mode: 2nd bending mode
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Figure 91. FEA identified 3rd mode: 1st breathing mode

Figure 92. FEA identified 4th mode: 2nd breathing mode
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Figure 93. FEA identified 5th mode: 1st torsional mode

Figure 94. FEA identified 6th mode: 2nd torsional mode
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Figure 95. FEA identified 7th mode: 1st “pogo” mode

Figure 96. FEA identified 8th mode: 3rd torsional mode
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Figure 97. FEA identified 9th mode: 4th torsional mode

Figure 98. FEA identified 10th mode: 2nd “pogo” mode
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Appendix E: Laser Vibrometer Measured Frequencies

Figure 99. EDU 1 pre-testing laser vibrometer measured frequencies

Figure 100. EDU 1 pre-testing identified natural frequencies

Figure 101. EDU 1 post-testing laser vibrometer measured frequencies
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Figure 102. EDU 1 post-testing identified natural frequencies

Figure 103. EDU 3 pre-testing laser vibrometer measured frequencies
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Figure 104. EDU 3 pre-testing identified natural frequencies

Figure 105. EDU 3 post-testing laser vibrometer measured frequencies
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Figure 106. EDU 3 post-testing identified natural frequencies
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Appendix F: Vibe Test Accelerometer Data

Figure 107. Channel 1 sine sweep results

Figure 108. Channel 2 sine sweep results
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Figure 109. Channel 3 sine sweep results

Figure 110. Channel 4 sine sweep results
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Figure 111. Channel 5 sine sweep results

Figure 112. Channel 6 sine sweep results
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Figure 113. Channel 7 sine sweep results

Figure 114. Channel 8 sine sweep results
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Appendix G: Deployment Currents

Figure 115. EDU 1 pre-and post-environmental tests deployment current

Figure 116. EDU 1 deployment current for all environmental tests
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Figure 117. EDU 2 pre- and post-environmental deployment current

Figure 118. EDU 2 deployment currents for all environmental tests
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Figure 119. EDU 3 pre- and post-environmental tests deployment currents

Figure 120. EDU 3 deployment currents for all environmental tests
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Figure 121. EDU 4 pre- and post-environmental tests deployment current

Figure 122. EDU 4 deployment currents for all environmental tests
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